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Despite progress in service delivery since 1994, 19% of South Africans still do not have access to an 
improved water source for domestic use. Even where an improved source is available, drinking water 
quality monitoring systems may be inadequate, preventing consumers and authorities from accurately 
assessing the safety of the water supplied. For both service delivery and drinking water quality 
monitoring, the greatest challenge lies in rural areas. Community involvement in the management of 
supplies is a sustainable, effective strategy for water service provision in rural areas, and has been used 
successfully in South Africa. However, small rural supplies are most prone to water quality problems, and 
are also hardest to monitor. 
Water quality is highly variable in space and time, so for communities to know the actual safety of their 
source, they must be involved in monitoring it rather than relying on irregular visits from an external 
authority. Using field test kits and sanitary inspection techniques, it is feasible for communities to 
perform basic drinking water quality monitoring themselves. However, community-based Water Services 
Providers may not have access to the skills and materials needed to react to problems they identify 
through monitoring. Community-based Water Services Providers therefore need ongoing support from 
the responsible Water Service Authority. 
Water Service Authorities, which may be district municipalities with hundreds of community-managed 
supplies under their jurisdiction, are legally responsible for ensuring the quality of water supplied to all 
consumers. Without the assistance of communities, this requirement, which would involve regular testing 
in many remote and inaccessible supplies, is extremely difficult to fulfil. Water Service Authorities also 
struggle to respond timeously to problems in remote supplies, as they are often unaware of the problem 
for some days. Two-way communication between the Water Service Authority and the Community-based 
Water Services Provider is therefore essential to an effective monitoring programme. 
Information and communication technologies, particularly mobile phones on the cellular network, offer 
potential solution to the challenge of supporting community-managed supplies. Following an 











drinking water quality information system for community-managed supplies was developed. The 
prototype system incorporates 
• A mobile phone-based data collection and reporting component (for use at the community-
managed supply) 
• Data transmission over the cellular network 
• A central spatial database 
• A browser-based data management and reporting application (for use by the responsible Water 
Services Authority) 
• A raw data access interface for spatial and non-spatial data 
The feasibility of such system was then evaluated accorcing to the Bridges.org Real Access / Real Impact 
criteria. As part of the evaluation, user interviews were conducted with five Water Service Authorities in 
the Eastern Cape. 
The findings show that a community drinking water quality information system is feasible, and could be a 
useful tool for community-based Water Services providers and the organisations that support them. A 
mobile device-based system in particular was shown to be appropriate to the operational context of 
community supply management. A set of high-level functional and non-functunal requirements was 
developed for such a system, and sustainability factors, such as development of a supportive local lCT 
services sector, were also considered. Based on an evaluation of the prototype development process, 
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Data Management and Reporting for Drinking Water Quality Monitoring in Community-Managed 
Supplies. 
1.2 Statement of the Problem 
Target 10 of Millennium Development Goal 7 is "Reduce by half the proportion of people without 
sustainable access to safe drinking water". The WHOIUNICEF Joint Monitoring Programme for Wtare 
and Sanitation (JMP), set up to track progress towards this goal, describes access to safe drinking water 
and hygienic sanitation as "a precondition for health, and for success in the fight against poverty, hunger, 
child deaths and gender inequality" (WHOIUNICEF2006). Inadequate water, sanitation and hygiene 
services are responsible for 5.7% of the total burden of disease worldwide (Pruss et aI, 2(03), and account 
for 1.6 million preventable child deaths each year (UNICEF, 2005). The preventable nature of water and 
sanitation related disease and death makes this a public health priority. Water and sanitation improvement 
is also an economic goal - investment in water and sanitation services in poor countries is associated with 
an average annual GDP growth of 3.7%, compared to 0.1 % for countries without improved water and 
sanitation services (WHO/SIWI, 2005). 
Significant progress in water services provision has been made, both in South Africa and in the rest of the 
developing world. The Department of Water Affairs reports that 13.4 million South Africans were 
supplied with a basic improved source between 1994 and 2004 (DWAF, 2004), and the WHOIUNICEF 
Joint Monitoring Programme's mid-term assessment states that the world is on track to meet MDG 
drinking water target (WHOIUNICEF JMP, 2004). However, once an improved water source has been 
installed, it must be monitored throughout its useful life to ensure that adequate maintenance has been 
carried out, and that the water supplied remains safe to drink. As the number of people selVed by 
improved supplies increases, regular monitoring of water quality in an unprecedented number of water 
supplies must be undertaken. This requires effective systems for the collection, mana~ment and 











the developing world, is recognised as an effective service delivery model (Vermeulen, 2(01)(Lockwood, 
2(01). However, the remote location of these supplies and the often limited resources available in the 
community make monitoring of community-managed supplies particularly challenging (WHO, 1997). 
Just as new technologies for water testing have emerged in recent years, so too have new information and 
communication technologies. ICT has the potential to improve the management of water quality 
monitoring activities, enhance communication, transparency and accountability within and between the 
agencies involved, and make service delivery and resource allocation more efficient. Developed world 
water service providers have been able to take advantage of new ICT systems for data management and 
reporting. However, the evolution of these systems is market-driven, and they may be unsuitable to meet 
the specific infra structural and capacity challenges present in the developing world. 
Particularly in relation to Millenium Development Goal (MDG)7, the United Nations Information and 
Communication Technologies Task Force recognises opportunities for community-level resource 
management, with ICT and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) as an "enabler" (United Nations ICT 
Task Force, 2005). In the context of routine water quality monitoring in the developing world, it may be 
possible to streamline data collection, storage and reporting through the use of an ICT-based management 
system. The rapid adoption of mobile phone technology in the developing world offers a particularly 
promising opportunity for low-cost, user-friendly data management and reporting to support community-
managed supplies. 
1.3 Aims of Research 
• Investigate and describe the operational context for routine water quality monitoring in 
community supplies in South Africa. 
• Identify role players, data flows and uses fur monitoring data, and derive from this a set of high-
level user requirements for an ICT-based management system. 
• Develop a prototype data collection and reporting system to demonstrate the system proposed for 
the case study context. This prototype will then be used to obtain feedback from stakeholders on 











• Evaluate the suitability of the proposed ICT-based management system for the operational 
context. 
1.4 Initial Hypothesis 
• An ICT-based management system could help to meet the information needs of stakeholders in 
community supply management in South Africa. These information needs can be defined through 
a process of participatory design. 
• Using a prototyping approach, it is possible to define a set of functiooal and non-functional 
requirements for such a system, against which a working pilot system could be developed. 
• A technology strategy based on "appropriate" technologies such as mobile devices (and 
particularly data transmission over cellular networks), web-based reporting and open source 
software can provide the foundation for a system that will meet the specific challenges of 
monitoring community-managed supplies 
1.5 Areas to be Investigated 
• Operational conext for drinking water quality monitoring in community-managed supplies in 
South Africa. 
• Modelling of information needs. This would include the development of a data model, and also a 
set of high-level use-cases describing actors in water quality monitoring in community-managed 
supplies in South Africa. 
• Identification of appropriate technologies for a monitoring and reporting system for community-
managed supplies in South Africa. 
• Suitability of the proposed system to the operational conext, including sustainability 
considerations. 
1.6 Research Outline 











drinking water quality reporting system for community-managed supplies in the developing world, the 
following approaches were used: 
• Exploration ofthe operational context through a literature review and through the examination of 
South African and international guidelines and best practises. 
• Development of a working demonstration system. The system uses a basic mobile phone to collect 
and transmit field test and sanitary inspection results, and displays the results on a web-based 
interactive map. 
• Assessment of the system concept through demonstrations to, and interviews with, local 
authorities responsible for drinking water quality monitoring. The design of the interviews, as 
well as the system assessment was guided by the Bridges.org Real Access / Real Impact criteria, 
described in Chapter 2. 
1.7 Scope and Limitations 
• This research forms part of the EU-funded j>QUATEST project. The project full title is "Low-cost 
water test for developing countries - a preparatory study". Because the proposed low-cost test is 
likely to be most useful in the management of small community water supplies, these supplies 
will be the main focus of the research. 
• This thesis is concerned with demonstrating the feasibility of an lCT-based mana~ment system, 
and identifying possible constraints and sustainability factors. As such, development will not 











2 Planning and Assessing leT-enabled Development 
Rather than being a driver of development for its own sake, information and communication technologies 
(lCTs) act as an "enabler" or "facilitator" in development projects, monitoring and facilitating progress 
towards development goals (M<rker et aI, 2002) (G8 Digital Opportunities Task Force, 2001) (UN ICT 
Task Force, 2005). In respect of the role of ICTs in the achievement of the Milleniurn Development 
Goals, the UN ICT Task Force states: 
If strategically deployed, and integrated into the design of development interventions, ICT can 
enable development resources to go that much further by facilitating the development of cost-
effective and scalable solutions. Networking technology can enable developing countries to 
benefit from new economic opportunities resulting from the re-organisation of production and 
services taking place in the global networked economy. It is believed that ICT will increasingly 
become one of the main enablers in the pursuit of poverty alleviation and \\ealth creation in 
developed and developing countries alike. 
(United Nations Information and Communication Technologies Task Force, 2005) 
There are numerous examples of successful ICT-enabled initiatives in the developing world. In South 
Africa, Cell-Life is using mobile phones to improve horne-based carers' ability to support HIV-positive 
people undeIgoing antiretroviral treatment (Donald et aI, 2007) (Anand, 2005). A land rights registration 
project in India uses the locally-designed Simputer, a portable Linux-based ccmputer designed to 
overcome the challenges of langauge localisation and illiteracy (Thakur et aI, 2004). Where the 
technology and the implementation plan match the local context, ICTs can deliver significant benefits by 
supporting local communities. 
This chapter considers the process of planning an ICT-enabled development project, from the initial 
strategic overview down to the development of a working prototype. First, the relationship between 
development strategy, information strategy and technology strategy is discussed. Two frameworks for 
consideration of the operational conext in project planning - the Real Access Criteria (Bridges.org, 
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Th,> nil~ria l(l~nliticd Were: 
• Physic~ 1 acc~s, 1.0 I""hnology 
• Ap]TOpri~lene" ofl~ch nology 
• Affordabilily of lecIHW~)gy and tochnology li se 
• Huma~ capacity ,mdtr,!ining 
• Locally relevant content, ~ppli~~ li on~, and seT\'ic~" 
• Poli tical wi ll and public ~upport, 
These erit,'n,! fomoed th,> hJ~h [or ~ y"",lion "aiTe i (t~nded to be used in in rial i~kf\'i,'w> wi 1 h municip,!l 
oftic~r~ invohed in dri nking WdieT quality monitoring. \Ybile i 1 h,'e~me d~,.- during ill~ inte]'\, i~w 











"j thc Real Acrcss I Rcal lmpaet nitcria to the prop<Jseu ~y<;tem Sjill pro"ide, the framew(..-k for Ihe 
analysis of the findings that appears in Chap er 7. 
2.3 Software Engineering Methodologies and Socially Aware Software 
Engineering 
Software Eng.ineerlng, which <lltempts 10 plan and manage Ihe elltire life cycle oj ~oli.\\'are projeCL\ u<ing 
ellgineenng prin<:JPles, emerged in re<poll,e t() the "sofiware ~"Tisi~" 01 unplanned "build mw, fix [ater" 
project< (Gain, 2(X)]). Sottwarc Engineering methodologics specify defined ways lfi which tools, nrthods 
and processes can be ,),S(cmatically applied to the design. planning, implementalion and m:lint~naJ\ce oj 
>oftware projects. Some widely used mdhodol()gie< arc·: 
• WaterIall :\lodels , in which a <erie< 01 Slages that arc executed sequentially. Thc il1J\H of each 
stage being required by the llUI. This mooe] i, inllaible as;1 <:an~ accommxiale change, 10 
















• TIle Spirall\lodd (Roehm. 1998). whi~h m-q-oha;.i,;..;, iterative software developmcnt. Each 
iteralion (one rcvoluli011 of the ,pirul) incmporulc, a 'mall amou II of each activity (planning 01 
objectives, identification of risks, de,ign, a nd dew loPJll~nt), and is conc1 udell hy a Te\,lCW, Ihe 





Fig"~e 5: A Spiml Model (adaplcdfrom B()ADlC~"'A, 20()l) 
• The Rational Ulliflcd PrOCl'" (Rep). which is a compr~h~I]O;i I 'C model ti)T mew UJn 10 large: 
project'>. "jll~ Rt:P dc/illCs KJUT >lages, namely lncc~ i on, RlaboraliOil. Construction and 
Transi lion. A~ li ,; lie, su<:h a., user requireme nts dctini tinn. prolOl ypc eonsl rUClion and archi lecture 
dc<; ign lake pbe", III ea~b phas",. playing a Jarger or smallcr role as appmpTi~tc_ Tb", RUT' is un 
ileralive, incremental developmenl pmce<,s. Il al.,o clllphasi "c" conli ,,-,ous illw,ligation and 















!mpl om.n'.ti(] " 
Fi/lure 6: The Rational Unified Process (lRUS. 20(4) 
• Extreme I'l'ogramming (XP) (Beck. 1999), a lightweight nlethodology ,LJilahle li'T "nailer 
projects. XP pmjcrts are planned and built in soon itel'ations of a few weeks. wi(h a just·in-time 
design ~pproach. Developer productivity is a p~rti cular lOcus of XP. ,111<1 ir advoc~tes stand-up 
rueeti ngs, pair pmgrannning ml!l limitations on ov~rlirue to achi~v~ thi" 
Iterative and 1I1<:remenl~1 ~ftware eng;neeling, ill whi;;h 1e~ming fmrn previous developmeTll ,md 
implementation phases inDl'ms (he next phase, is a commoll thread through modern soflwal'e ~ngineeJing 
metoodologies, iter,ltion over several cydes of developmenl makes it e<lsierto define and redefine 
T",,-!uireruenls, which lJ!;~r~ m~ oftell initiall y t:o! abl~ to ~rt i culat~ In a way lhat soflw"r~ engineer~ will 
under<;!and {l3nrls. 1986 t Unlike wnteli'all models. iterali\ e and increnlentalmodel, aTe able w 
,H:conlincKl;~e changes to requirement, once design and development have already started, 
R]"ke and Tucker (2006) have developed the concept of Soci<ll~' Aware Software Engineering, drawing 
on iterative and incranemal development, Action Research and Participatory lJesign m~lllOd~. While 
Pmici p<ltory Design involves users in Ole defini1ion of system requirements, cultural ,md linguistic 











involved, may limit the extent and usefulness ofthis involvement. The Socially Aware Software 
Engineering approach recognises that true participation requires learning on both sides, and that an 
iterative and incremental approach can accommcxiate this. Iterative and incremental planning, 
development, implementation and evaluation of a software project also fits well into the framework of 
Action research. 
Rapid and evolutionary prototyping approaches are a key component of Socially Aware Software 
Engineering (Blake, 2006). Prototyping, where a rough, scaled down demonstration system is developed 
prior to the development of the full system, helps: 
• End-users to visualise the way they will interact with the final system, and how it will fit into their 
context. Potential problems are easier to identify, and can be corrected sooner. 
• Developers to experiment with potential user interfaces and technology choices, and to identify 
which are suitable. 
Prototypes may be simplistic and non-functional (such as a series of user interrace screens drawn on a 
whiteboard), or they may quite closely approximate the final system. Evolutionary prototyping, where a 
working prototype is put into production early on and developed incrementally while in use, is 
particularly useful where user requirements are not defined or easily definable at the start of the project 
(Carr & Verner, 1997). Users, designers and developers working with the system in real situations are 
able to discover and refine the system requirements over the life of the project. Evolutionary prototyping 
has been used successfuly in resource-constrained settings (Brown et aI, 2007), particularly where the 
system fills an urgent information need, and the initial implementation timeframe is very short. 
The software development component of this project is the first stage of an iterative, incremental 
prototyping approach. This includes: 
• Initial identification of user requirements (functional and non-functional) - Chapter 7 
• Identification, evaluation and selection of technical components to meet these requirements -
Chapter 8 











• Evaluation of the prototype from functional and technical perspectives - Section 8.6 











3 Operational Context: Water Services Provision in South Africa 
South Africa's water policy was extensively overhauled following the transition to democracy in 1994. 
Prior to this, the responsibility for water services provision lay with autonomous provincial or homeland 
government departments, with varied effectiveness and cap!city (Muller, 2002). Water policy did not 
directly address access to basic water, being confined to water resource management. The Water Act, too, 
largely addressed issues around irrigation rights and industrial use of water (Abrams, 1996). As a result, 
while access to water in metropolitan (and "white") areas was comparable to other industrialised 
countries, rural areas and homelands had extremely poor service levels (Muller, 2002) (Thompson et aI, 
2004). 
In contrast, the new policy framework is based aroll1d the human right to basic water and sanitation 
(Folifac, 2006). At the highest level, South Africa's new water policy is informed by principles such as: 
• Development should be demand-driven and community based. 
• Basic services are a human right. 
• "Some for all" rather than ''All for some" 
The legislative backbone of this policy originates in the Bill of Rights, which protects the right to 
sufficient water. The National Water Act (Act 36 of 1998) places overall responsibility for the water 
resource with national government, acting through the Department of Water Affairs and furestry 
(DWAF). This responsibility includes the equitable provision of safe water for basic domestic use to all 
South Africans, while ensuring sustainability through integrated resource management. 
The definition of basic supply is provided by the Compulsory National Standards and Measures to 
Conserve Water, which are part of the regulations that support the Water Services Act (Act 108 of 1997). 
According to the regulations, a basic supply is: 
(a) the provision of appropriate education in re~ect of effective water use; and 
(b) a minimum quantity of potable water of 25 litres per person per day or 6 kilolitres per 











(i) at a minimum flow rate of not less than 10 litres per minute; 
(ii) within 200 metres of a household; and 
(iii) with an effectiveness such that no consumer is without a supply for more than seven full 
days in any year. 
Compulsory National Standards and Measures tJ Conserve Water, 2001 
This level of access is the first rung on what the Water Supply And Sanitation White Paper (1994) refers 
to as the Water Ladder. The Water Ladder concept describes the Government's strategy of ensuring first 
that the basic level of service is supplied, and then planning for a process of improvement of service 
levels. The higher "rungs" on the water ladder could inclIde access to piped water in the yard of each 
household, followed by running water inside each house (Kasrils, 2(03). However, equitable access to a 
basic water supply - the first rung on the ladder - is a prerequisite for progressive service improvement. 
3.1 Progress in Service Delivery 
At the start of democracy, South Africa faced a very severe service delivery backlog. In 1994, an 
estimated 40% of South Africans did not have access to safe drinking water (Mackintosh, 2004) . 
Significant progress has been made in the sector, and twelve years later, the proportion of people who 
remain unserved has dropped to an estimated 19% (DWAF, 2006). However, rural areas are still 
problematic: 23% of rural dwellers do not have access to an improved source (United Nations, 2(07), and 
in 2003, Statistics South Africa estimated that 76% did not have access to potable water on site (Statistics 
South Africa, 2003, in Ueckermann, 2006). This disparity in access levels between rural and urban areas 
is also present elsewhere in sub-Sahamn Africa: Mozambique, Angola, Uganda and Congo have urban / 
rural access rates of (72% /26%), (75% /40%), (87% / 56%) and (84% /27%) respectively (United 
Nations, 2(07). 
3.1.1 Large Projects Since 1994 
When the first democratic government came into power in 1994, meeting unmet basic needs was 
immediately prioritised as part of the ruling ANC's promise of "a better life for all". This happened in the 











provision of water and sanitation services under the RDP, initially through twelve Presidential Lead 
Projects (endorsed by President Nelson Mandela), which were later expanded to the capital works 
programme (DWAF, 2004). The projects focussed mostly on delivering basic services to rural dwellers, 
particularly those in former homeland areas, and were implemented in partnership with a range of 
organisations including municipalities (those with sufficient capacity), NGOs (the Mvula Trust in 
particular), water boards and private sector organisations (Muller, 2002). 
In 1997, the need to scale up service delivery at a greater rate than DWAF could manage at its existing 
capacity became apparent. Through the Build, Operate, Train and Transfer (BoTT) scheme, DWAF began 
to contract the private sector to plan and implement new supplies in several provinces. These supplies 
were then transferred to suitably trained local government structures, which were formally established 
after the local government elections in 2000. 
Some of the BoTT projects, as well as other early projects undertaken by DWAF (and as some undertaken 
by the Mvula Trust) have been criticised for being unsustainable (Wellman, 1999). This is partly due to 
technology choices, which were not always matched to the level of service for which the community was 
able to pay (Jones & Williamson, 2005), but also to a lack of constructive community involvement 
(Netshiswinzhe, 2000) and even vandalism by communities in some cases (Wellman, 1999). 
Funding for the development of new schemes in previously unserved areas was initially provided by 
government, with communities responsible for covering operations and maintenance costs. However, the 
realisation that the poorest people would still be forced to use unsafe sources rather than pay for water 
(Kasrils, 20(0) resulted in South Africa's Free Basic Water policy being implemented during 2000 -
2002. Under the policy, the first 60001 per household per month are provided free of charge, with any 
additional usage being charged at an escalating block tariff rate (Folifac, 2006). De Le Harpe (2003) 
presents conflicting viewpoints regarding the application of the Free Basic Water policy in community-
managed schemes. On one hand, the Mvula Trust argues that by transferring the funding for operations 
and maintenance from the community to the municipality, the policy also transfers the responsibility for 
carrying out these functions, and community "ownership" of the scheme may be compromised. On the 
other hand, a municipal official feels that as municipalities are responsible for ensuring access to water, it 











is acknowledged that in implementing the free basic water policy, the government has demonstrated its 
full commitment to carrying out the service delivery obligation placed upon it by the Bill of Rights 
(Mvula Trust, 2006). 
As DWAF's role in direct service provision is devolved to local level, its involvement in large-scale 
infrastructure projects is changing. The Masibambane programme, which aims to support the local 
government structures responsible for water services delivery, is in keeping with this changed role. 
Described as "a multi-annual, multifaceted Water Services Sector Support Programme (WS-SSP) of the 
Government of South Africa in the water services sector, whose overall objective is to provide basic water 
supply and sanitation services to selected poor rural communities through institutional support to assist 
various levels of public sector institutions" (DWAF, 2005c), Masibambane began in 2001 and will run 
until 2012. 
3.1.2 Service Delivery in the Former Homelands 
South Africa's former homeland areas remain disproportionately affected by service delivery backlogs. 
The homelands (or bantustans) were areas set aside for black South Africans under the apartheid 
government's policy of separate development. Each had its own government structures, although these 
were plagued by political infighting, lack of capacity, and lack of support from their assigned 
constituents. Turton and Mei~ner (2002) describe the homelands as "a manifestation of the ecological 
marginalisation that was a consequence of the long-term and systematic resource capture strategies that 
the minority government had institutionalised during the apartheid era." Supporting this view, Abrams, 
(1996) notes that under the separate development policy, approximately 75% of all South Africans 
subsisted on 13% of the land, much of it of poor quality. 
This legacy persists today, and former homeland areas remain a challenging environment for sustainable 
service provision (Malzbender etal, 2005). Many people living in these areas are still very poor, and the 
pattern of migrant labour that the homelands were designed to encourage has allowed HIV / AIDS to 
spread with devastating effect. Under the previous regime, service provision was highly centralised, and 
infrastructure development was used to win the favour of the people. Improved services were usually 











carried out. This has resulted in raised expectations, coupled with a culture of non-payment for services 
(Vermeulen, 2002). 
3.2 Institutional Water Services Structures 
The South African government is constitutionally separated into local, provincial and national spheres. 
This structure is not directly hierarchical, with the three spheres described in the Constitution as 
"distinctive, interdependent and irterrelated". Each sphere of government has a defined set of 
responsibilities, and contains the bodies necessary to carry out these responsibilities. In the context of 
water services provision, the role of national government encompasses the overall management of the 
water resource. This responsibility is carried out through DW AF, the public trustee of the nation's water 
resources. Local government, however, is responsible for service delivery, and the Water Services 
Authority role responsible for water services delivery is therefore located within local government. 
Provincial government is involved indirectly, being tasked with ensuring strong and accountable local 
government structures. 
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3.2.1 The Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) 
In many rural areas, local government structures were not in place immediately after the transition to 
democracy. Those that did exist had widely varying capacity, and the funding mechanisms to address 
capacity issues at local government level were also not: yet operational. (Muller, 2002). During this 
DWAF was an active provider of water services, particularly in formerly unserved areas. 
Today, DWAF is in transition towards a role as the 'sector leader' or 'custodian' (Jones and Williamson, 
2005). While it is still is responsible for ensuring basic water supply, provision of services is handled by 
local government in the form of a local, district or metropolitan municipality, which fulfils the Water 
Services Authority role. As sector leader, DWAF aims to support, monitor and build capacity in the 
various Water Services Authorities. This role includes establishing standards (such as SANS 241 for 
drinking water) and best practices, performing surveillance and providing support. As such, DWAF is the 
regulator of service provision by local government, with the power to intervene where such services are 
inadequate (DWAF, 2003). 
DWAF has a further role in information management at national level. Tools such as the recently 
implemented Water Quality Management System, e WQMS, fulfil not only the obligation to provide 
support to local government, but also provide the information needed for DWAF's support and regulatory 
functions. 
DWAF is also responsible for operationalising and updating policy and legislation around water services 
and water resource mana~ment. Folifac (2006) highlights DWAF's "policy re~onsiveness" as a key 
strength in effectively delivering services, citing the Free Basic Water policy as an example. 
3.2.2 Catchment Management Agencies, Water User Associations and 
Water Boards 
While they are not directly involved in water services provision, Catchment Management Agencies 
(CMAs), Water User Associations (WUAs) and Water Boards may all be involved as information 
producers or consumers in a drinking water quality information system. CMAs, for example, are 
responsible for resource quality management, and may need to be alerted if water quality problems are 











The National Water Act defines the functions of the Catchment Management Agency, which is 
responsible for water resource management in its catchment area. This function includes licensing and 
monitoring water use, abstraction and di5Charge, as well as overseeing land use and environmental 
integrity related to the water resource. Of the nineteen CMAs that will eventually serve all the catchment 
areas of South Africa, four were in place by 2006, with the remaining fifteen expected to be operational 
by 2010 (DWAF, 2006). Until a CMA is funy operational in a Catchment area, DWAF will carry out the 
functions of the CMA in that area. 
In rural areas where people may rely on untreated water for domestic use, it is particularly important that 
the CMA carries out its mandate effectively (DWAF, 2005b). Schreiner et al (2002) also S:ress the CMA's 
obligation to carry out communication and public participation activities related to the water resource in 
its area of operation, which they envisage being used to promote gender-sensitive and pro-poor water 
policy. 
Water User Associations (WUA) are an extension of the concept of an irrigation board present under the 
previous regime. Any group of users may, with approval from the Minister of Water Affairs and Forestry, 
form a WUA, which exists as a localised, co-operative group of water users involved in water-related 
activities for mutual benefit (Thompson et aI, 2001). In practice, this structure will largely be used for 
former irrigation boards, smallholder irrigation schemes in the former homelands, and groups of large-
scale non-agricultural users such as mines (Faysse, 2004). 
Unlike CMAs and WU\s, Water Boards are ncr a user-controlled structure. A Water Board is a bulk 
supplier of water to large scale (industrial and agricultural) users, and may also sell bulk treated water to 
other Water Service Providers. 
3.2.3 Water Services Authorities 
The responsibility for water services provision (as well as refuse, electricity, primary healthcare and other 
services) lies with the local government sphere, and is performed by a local, district or metropolitan 
municipality. Where an area is part of a metropolitan municipality (a densely populated urban area, of 
which there are currently six), the Water Services Authority (WSA) role is assumed by the metropolitan 











Municipal Structures Amendment Act (Act 33 of 2000), which assigns municipal responsibilities, also 
makes provision for local municipalities (small areas of three to six towns, or which there may be several 
within a district municipality) to be authorised to act as the WSA (Mackintosh, 2004). 
The Water Services Act (Act 108 of 1997) defines the WSA role as a duty to "progressively ensure 
efficient, affordable economical and sustainable access to water services" for all constituents. This does 
not mean that the WSA is a direct provider of services, which the role of the Water Service Provider 
(WSP), described in the next section. However, as an organ of state, the WSA is responsible for initiating 
and maintaining appropriate contractual arrangements with WSPs, monitoring their performance and 
their ability to meet the needs of the area served, and providing information and education to consumers. 
Muller (2002) describes the WSA role as a "governance" role, while the WSP role is a "provision" role. 
The WSA is also responsible for planning current and future service provision and improvement. The 
Water Services Development Plan (WSDP), which must be informed by considerations of equity, 
environmental sustainability, cost reduction and economy of scale, both within the WSA's area of 
responsibility and within the wider region, is the formal documentation of this planning process. The 
WSDP must be based on 
• Information about the relevant physical and socio-economic characteristics of the municipal area 
• An inventory of existing water and sanitation services 
• Information about existing water users, particularly unserved groups 
The WSDP should draw on this information to outline how the municipality intends to deliver and 
improve services over the next 5 years, including contracting reevant Water Services Providers. Planning 
for operatiorn and maintenance as well as infrastructure upgrading for current and future supplies is also 
part of the WSDP, as is the provision of cost estimates and timeliness for the work proposed in the plan. 












3.2.4 Water Service Providers 
The Water Service Provider (WSP) role, also described in the Water Services Act, refers to the 
responsibility for actual provision of the service. This role may be assumed by the municipality, a private 
company, a non-profit company or a community-based organisation. The separation offunctions between 
the WSA and the WSP must exist even when they are fulfilled by the same entity, and accounting and 
management structures are required to be separate under the Act (Mackintosh, 2004). Where the WSA 
chooses not to use a municipal entity, water board or organ of state as a WSP, the WSP must be selected 
by a competitive tendering process (De La Harpe, 2003). However, DWAF (2003) reports that efforts are 
under way to remove this requirement where the desired WSP is a community-based organisation. 
WSPs also have an obligation to communicate directly with the consumer, in a way that can be easily 
understood. This includes the development and communication of a consumer charter as well as an 
obligation to make mechanisms available to receive suggestions, queries and fault reports from 
consumers. WSPs must also provide consumer-friendly billing. (DWAF, 2003) 
3.3 Community-Managed Supplies 
Community management of water services provision can be an efficient, sustainable and cost -effective 
option for rural supplies, provided sufficient resources are allocated b supporting and building the 
capacity of the community (Vermeulen, 2001) (Brikke, 2000). The importance of "bottom-up" or 
"demand-res]X>nsive" development of community-managed schemes is also widely acknowledged. In 
South Africa, the M vula Trust has been extensively involved in developing and supporting community-
managed schemes, and has developed the "Mvula Model" for the establishment of such schemes (De La 
Harpe & Vermeulen, 2001). In this model, communities: 
• access the necessary resources themselves 
• take responsibility for implementation of their water services scheme 
• receive support from external agents and local government where required 











In the South African context, a community-based organisation acting as a water services provider (CBO 
WSP) is defined as: 
• An organisation with a defined set of rules. The governance function implied by this arrangement 
leads Vermeulen (2001) to suggest a two-tier structure for CBO WSPs, separating the governing 
body from the staff involved in the day-to-day running of the organisation 
• A not-for-profit organisation - any surplus income is retained and may only be used to further the 
objectives of the organisations 
• Serving a defined community, with a mandate from that community (either as elected 
representatives, or under an agreement with the community) 
• Acts in the interests of the community, and is accountable to it. 
(after De La Harpe & Vermeulen, 2001) 
Community-managed schemes are useful in the first instance because they are able to operate in areas 
that would be difficult for other WSPs to access sustainably (De La Harpe & Vermeulen, 2001). The other 
major advantage of community management is improved sustainability and recovery through enhancing 
buy-in. To achieve this, however, participatory approaches must be effectively utilised right from the 
scheme's conception. Netshiswinzhe (2000) defines effective participatory approaches as "those which 
fully enable project beneficiaries and other role players to explore, together, options, constraints, trade-
offs and competing ideas and strategies before reaching a final decision", contrasting this kind of 
approach with top-down scheme planning and management, which is all too common. Community 
management can also support economic development at local level (De La Harpe & Vermeulen, 2(01), 
but Negussie (2001), drawing on experiences from Uganda, cautions that for this to happen, there must be 
a strong commitment to decentralising resources parallel to the decentralisation of resprnsibilities. 
While correctly implemented community management programmes can deliver significant benefits, the 
challenges that CBO WSPs face are great. Among others, these include building and retaining human 
capacity, accessing technical support and spare parts when operational plOblems arise, maintaining the 











2(01) (Brikke, 20(0). Netshiswinzhe (2000) also highlights an almost complete lack of monitoring and 
evaluation around community-managed schemes, which is "crippling" the sector. 
In response to these challenges, the Support Services Agent (SSA) role was defined by DWAF (De La 
Harpe, 2003). An SSA is a provider of defined services to CBO WSPs on behalf ofthe responsible WSA, 
and as such is contracted to the WSA. Services provided may include involvement in the establishment of 
CBO WSPs, provision of training, assistance in technology selection and bulk purchasing on behalf of a 
number of CBO WSPs (utilising economies of scale not otherwise available) (De La Harpe, 2003). 
Monitoring and evaluation of schemes is also likely to form part of the work of the SSA, and work is 











4 Drinking Water Quality Monitoring for Small Community 
Supplies 
Drinking water quality monitoring entails an assessment of the probable 'safety' of the source, including 
chemical and microbiological quality as well as risk assessment and risk management information 
(WHO, 2004). This information is used in the daily operations of the water supplier, informing fault 
resolution, supply improvement and resource allocation. Monitoring information also contributes to 
maintaining transparency and accountability between the water supplier and its consumers. On a regional 
level, collated summary information from monitoring programmes should be used to highlight under-
served areas, and to facilitate equitable and efficient resource distribution to address imbalances in access 
to safe water. (Redhouse et aI, 2005). Surveillance, defined by the World Health Organisation (WHO, 
2004) as "an investigative activity undertaken to identify and evaluate potential health risks associated 
with drinking-water", is a complimentary activity to drinking water quality monitoring. Surveillance 
ensures that the design of the monitoring programme is providing accurate information on the safety of 
drinking water, and also provides insight into the overall effectiveness of the system from a health 
perspective (Howard, 2002). 
WHO (2004) confirms that throughout the world, it is often community-managed supplies that are most 
prone to water quality problems. Volume 3 of the Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality deals 
specifically with surveillance and monitoring in these supplies, and lays out general principles including: 
• The central role of microbiological monitoring 
• The importance of ensuring that monitoring and surveillance activities lead to engineering 
improvements and remedial action. 
• The need to consider not only water quality but also all other health-related aspects of drinking 
water 
(WHO,1997) 
Remedial action, maintenance, resource allocation and supply improvement operatiolli rely on monitoring 











be very difficult (Robertson et aI, 2003). This type of supply is among the hardest to monitor because of a 
lack of capacity in the community, as well as large distances between supply points (WHO, 2004). 
Effective information management and dissemination is a further challenge (not only in community-
managed supplies but in monitoring programmes throughout the world). MacDonald (20():1.) is concerned 
that 
"All too often, monitoring projects are initiated with a minimum of forethought, and result in a 
collection of poorly documented data which are never analysed, provide little or any feedback to 
resource managers, and contribute little or nothing to our understanding of the systems being 
monitored" 
(MacDonald, 1994) 
Monitoring community-managed supplies may be particularly expensive, as supplies are numerous and 
often remote and inaccessible. In the developing world, the collection, processing and dissemination of 
data collected by monitoring programmes i~ further constrained by the need to develop inexpensive 
solutions that do not hamper cost recovery and sustainability. It is therefore essential that the monitoring 
programme is able to meet the management need, and to provide useful, timeous feedback (Bartram, 
1999, in Robertson et aI, 2003). 
Even where monitoring and evaluation of community-managed supplies does take place, Potter et al 
(2000) recognise that monitoring programmes often fulfil only a one-way reporting function. While 
communities may be involved in the collection of monitoring data, they are seldom able to effectively 
make use of the information that is generated. This is consistent with the view of Ward et al (1986) that 
water quality monitoring throughout the world suffers from the "data-rich but information poor 
syndrome", where large amounts of data are never collated and interpreted to provide useful infOrmation. 
The solution to the "data-rich but information poor syndrome" has two dimensions: 
• The information that is collected must be defined by the management needs it will fulfil (which 
may change over the course of the monitoring programme). 
• This information must provide useful feedback to the organisation responsible for operations and 











that can be readily understood. 














Figure 8: Water Quality Monitoring Feedback Loop (Timmerman et aI, 
2000, after MacDonald, 1994) 
Community involvement in decision making, management, operations and maintenance of water supply 
projects is supported by the collection and effective use of monitoring information (Potter et aI, 2000). To 
realise this, it is necessary to close the feedback loop and provide two-way communication of monitoring 
information at comnunity level. In the sections that follow, the information needs of earn stakeholder in 
drinking water quality monitoring in South Africa's community-managed supplies are explored, with a 











4.1 South African Context 
4.1.1 Roles and Responsibilities 
At national level, DWAF is mandated by the National Water Act to carry out monitoring and surveillance 
of all aspects relating to water resource management and water service delivery. The information required 
to fulfil this function will not usually be collected by DWAF itself, but rather by CMAs (which will 
monitor water usage and the quality of the water resource) and WSAs (which will monitor service 
delivery and the quality of the water supplied to consumers). DWAF will operate as the surveillance 
agency, and will also provide technical and organisational support to the organisations responsible for 
carrying out monitoring (Hodgson & Manus, 2006). The Department of Health also plays a supportive 
role by collecting information about w.lter-borne disease, and being the lead agency in drinking water 
quality emergencies (DWAF, 2005). 
WSAs bear the primary responsibility for ensuring that safe drinking water is supplied to all consumers in 
their area of operation. This includes carrying out operational and compliance monitoring of all Water 
Services Providers. According to the Water Services Act, WSAs are required to 
• monitor drinking water quality on a monthly basis 
• compare the quality of drinking water supplied to the relevant national standard 
• communicate relevant information regarding water quality to consumers 
(Hodgson & Manus, 2006) 
The monitoring obligation of WSAs includes operational monitoring (continuous monitoring of control 
parameters likely to affect the quality of the water supplied) as well as compliance monitoring 
(verification of the integrity of the barriers put in place to ensure that drinking water is safe, and of the 
ability of operational monitoring to provide early risk detection) (DWAF, 2005). While non-compliance is 
not criminalised, it is an offence under the act to refuse to provide information about water quality to 
consumers or the regulator, or to provide misleading inrormation (Mackintosh, 2004). 
In the case of community-managed schemes, the WSA remains responsible for ensuring the quality of the 











capacity constraints evident in WSAs (Nel, 2007, personal communication). At community level, Potter et 
al (2000) also raise concerns around the ability of COO WSPs to collect and effectively make use of 
monitoring information in the daily running of the scheme. Reasons for this include capacity challenges, 
difficulty communicating with the WSA when assistance is required, and a mismatch between the 
information collected (which mainly records infrastructure development indicators) and the information 
needed by the CBO WSP. 
4.1.2 Current Situation 
In a survey of drinking water quality monitoring by WSAs, DWAF (2004, cited in Mackintosh et aI, 2004) 
found that more than 50% of South African WSAs do not have monitoring programmes that conform to 
the relevant national guidelines. The 2005 Drinking Water Quality Framework for South Africa, which 
was developed in response to this finding, cites the main factors for the inadequacy of monitoring 
programmes at WSA level. These factors, which are consistent with findings from Papua New Guinea 
(Kingston, 2004) and India (Rajiv Gandhi National Drinking Water Mission, 2(06) include: 
• WSAs are not aware of the necessary requirements to set up an effective Drinking Water Quality 
Management programme; 
• Management and monitoring of drinking water services are often inadequate; 
• Infrastructure is poorly maintained; 
• WSAs may be hindered by institutional capacity problems such as insufficient or untrained 5taff, 
and budgetary constraints, and 
• Appropriate interventions are not in place to address poor quality drinking water. 
(DWAF,2005) 
Mackintosh et al (2004) confirm the impact of widespread non-compliance with drinking water quality 
monitoring legislation. In a study of drinking water supplied by different types of Water Services 
Providers in the Western Cape, average failure rates of 42% and 19% were reported for total coliforms 
and faecal coliforms respectively. Failure rates were lowest in major towns (7% and 0%), and highest in 











The Drinking Water Quality Framework details the functions that DWAF, as sector leader, will fulfil to 
support municipalities in improving drinking water quality monitoring. These include facilitating 
information sharing and capacity development, ensuring that monitoring is included in water service 
development plans, and providing technical and best practice guidelines to WSAs. The development of 
appropriate tools, including the Drinking Water Quality Framework as well as a water quality 
management information system, is also part of this role. 
4.1.3 Rollout of the Water Quality Management System (eWQMS) 
Emanti Management's Water Quality Management System (eWQMS) was developed in partnership with 
DWAF and the Institute of Municipal Engineering of South Africa (lMESA), responding to the drinking 
water quality monitoring needs of WSAs. The geo-referenced, web-based system provides information 
from three perspectives, namely: 
• Technical Perspective: Technical staff responsible for effective water services functions. 
• Management Perspective: Municipal top management and councilors, who will determine the 
priority of technical projects. 
• Community Perspective: Civil Society, who provide inputs to their society representatives as to 
priorities regarding service delivery. 
(Mackintosh et aI, 2005) 
e WQMS also allows WSAs with existing drinking water quality or laboratory information systems to feed 
in data from these system. The advantage of a web-based system is that DWAF, the Depatment of Health 
and other stakeholders can access relevant information immediately (Mackintosh et aI, 2005). However, 
ways to effectively communicate this information to consumers are still being explored (Karshagen, 2007, 
personal communication). 
Delport (2007) and De Souza et al (2006) report that the system has allowed municipalities to work 
"smarter" by improving the efficiency of monitoring programmes at WSA level, and has also raised 
awareness of drinking water quality management issues. After an initial pilot phase, full rollout of the 











open source components such as PHP and mySQL, the system itself is not open source, and will therefore 
presumably be supported and hosted by Emanti Management or DWAF in the short term. 
4.2 Information Needs For Community-Managed Supplies 
Drinking water quality monitoring in community supplies in the developing world is particularly difficult, 
and often not carried out. However, it is these areas that are most in need of water services improvement, 
and drinking water quality monitoring systems need to be strengthened to support this. Community 
involvement in decisirn making, management, operations and mairtenance of water supply projects is 
supported by the collection and effective use of monitoring information (Potter et aI, 2000). Monitoring 
information is used both internally in the daily operations and maintenance of the schemes, and externally 
by organisations that regulate, support and evaluate the supply. Figure 9 below shows the different 
information users and producers in a community management setting. This is followed by a discussion of 






















Com munity Members (consumers) 
Support Services 
Agent (SSA) 
Figure 9: Information Users a/ul Producers For COllllllunlry-Manol?i!d Supplies 
4.2.1 Operational Monitoring and Water Safety Plans 
Bringing together concerns about water satcly. plliticuJarly in smal l '>upplic'>, 'IV HO (Dwison Cl aJ. 2(X)"!) 











W;lter Safety Pl;ln is "a comprehensive risk assessmcIlt antI risk m~n~gcmenl ;lppruu~h Iha l ellCcmpas>cs 
all steps in water \upply ITOIll ~utdllnent to comllmer" (WI 10, 200-1), Tbc Water Safety Plun identilie\ 
the follov..'ing characterislics of lhc watcr sUffJly: 
• TIle hal,iII1ls Ihat the w;ller ~ urVly j, expo<;e d to and the level of risk as>ociatetI wih cach 
• I low e~ch hazard wil be controlled 
• How thc mcans of control will be monitored 
• How thc opera!;)r can tell if couu:ol has hcen lost 
• What act ions are requ ired 10 rc .... ore COlWfOI 
• How the effe~ti\'ene8s of Ihe whole syslem ~~n be verified 
Godfno')' and Howard (2()04) 
While n:m~ining con\i ~ten l wi lh existing be\1 ~u(' lice in drinking water quality management, a Water 
Safely Plan approach places particular erllphusis on idcnti fyi ng and IJIllllilori ng ~(lIllrol mC;l8 lr e" ~nd on 
timely corrective action when nea;ssary. This imposes stringcnt data collection, rcporti ng and 
~ommuni~ation requlremel(>. 
Opcrution;ll m'Ilitori ng is ;I key C(~nJXmen t of the \V~tcr S~fety PI~n, W~t er S,lfety Plans consider 
operational nnnitoring as a "screening" mcchan;,m to identify sources that may jXJlenlially becon~ 
unsafe. A \ MlCh, meas1ll1ng a few rekvant paramcters as oft cn as jXlssihlc is consiicrcd more imjXlrtant 
than ;ltturalely nre;l,uring;l comprchcn'<i\t\ but brgely ilTeievunt, set ofp~r;llneler" (Glxlfrey ~nd 
Howard, 200-1), to,coli (or thermotolcrant colifoms as a suhsti tute) and dllori r~ rc~idllal (if eh k)rinatioll is 
pra(,ti\etI) ;Ire con\ idered <'Titic~1 parumeter" supplemented where ~ppropria te by turbidi ty (whcrc .my 
treatment is e1kcled) and pH( if ch lori rmlion rS practised) (\VHO, 1997). 
This minimal monitoring app:'oach should aM'ays he sllpplemertctI hi' a sanitary i nspcction. A ,anitary 
in'pcclion i, ~ risk uS<;e,;,rnen l e;..erci<;e, in which the me~surcs taken to protect the source from 











is ,jone in conjmction wi lh microhi r>lngieal test i ng. as the i ~tler nlJY 001 alway-~ identi ty sOll"ces al risk of 
con tami n~ lion. ~nd does not provide any intr.rmatinn ab ou t tbe ~lM,lr~e of conl,unination .. J:"lken logether 
"jtb nlicrohiniogi(:ai lest re>uih. the information j!eneraled t rom a sanilary 1 nspeelion c~n be used 10 
make recommendations for rel1l e ,jj ~i Jc lim. 
A proteetcu ~pri ng. >ueh as the ex~mpJe ~hown in figure" below. might he mon it r .. ed usi ng the eheckii.,t 
in Figure 10. 
Figure 10: j 
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(WHO, 1997), 
4.2.2 Organisations Supporting Community-Managed Supplies 
In <:olIllIlunitY'lIl~n~ged ,>uppJies, the responsibility for produdng recOImlcndntions and pcl10rming 
rcmedial actions m,,), not lie" ith the pen;on p€Tfomllng monitori ng act; vit ie, bani LIry i "'p€ctiorL fiel d 
IN etc. ), In Ihe Somh Arri<:an '-'Ollle.>.I, buth the S li ppun Servi<:e, Agent (ir this model i., used) and lhc 











communication between resp:msible parties is necessary to realise the full benefit of the monitoring 
programme. 
The scaling up of Community-Based Organisations as Water Service Providers means greater 
management challenges for the responsible WSA. While the WSA is responsible for compliance 
monitoring, it is also responsible for ensuring that water supply within its area of jurisdiction is safe 
(Water Services Act, 1997). Where the Water Services Provider (WSP) function is performed by a CBO 
that may not have the capacity to solve all water supply-related problems itself, this role may include a 
taking more hands-on approach to operational monitoring and scheme maintenance. For example, in the 
case of a mechanical failure at a remote community-managed scheme, it may be that the CBO WSP does 
not have the technical skills or the tools required to repair the problem (Illing & Gibson, 2004). Unless 
the fault can be reported immediately to the WSA (or to an SSA contracted to fulfil the support function), 
the community may be forced to drink from potentially unsafe sources. There is therefore a need for better 
fault reporting and fault resolution mechanisms between the CBO WSP and the supporting WSA or SSA, 
avoiding what one WSA manager termed the "community abandonment model" of community-managed 
water supply (De La Harpe, 2003). 
Trust between the CBO WSP and the WSA is also facilitated by a good information flow between the 
two. The CBO WSP can prove its accountability by reporting regularly on an agreed set of indicators 
(liling & Gibson, 2004). The WSA can improve community perception of its services by responding 
timeously to issued raised in these reports, particularly where the quality of the water supplied, or the 
effective functioning of the CBO WSP, may be impaired. As the role of the CBO WSP is formalised, 
agreed indicators and milestones can become part of the contractual arrangement between the WSA and 
the WSP (llling & Gibson, 2004)). 
At an overview level, WSAs tasked with supporting several hundred community-managed schemes need 
regular reports from each scheme if they are to prioritise interventions and distribute resources effectively. 
At this scale, paper-based reporting and data capture is a time-consuming and expensive overhead, and 
may prevent overview data from being available timeously to decision-makers. It may also become 
difficult to flag and track the response to problems that have been reported. A further use for data 











of government. Even in an area with 600 remote rural schemes, each scheme must be monitored on a 
monthly basis in accordance with the Water Services Act. The only feasible way to fulfil this reporting 
requirement is by requiring CBO WSPs to carry out the required monitoring themselves, and to automate 
the collection and collation of the reports produced. 
4.2.3 Reporting to the Community 
Customer relations between the Water Services Authority and the community it serves are likely to be 
improved through the use of community Water Service Providers (lIling & Gibson, 2004). However, for 
this to happen, the community must be confident that the quality of their water supply is good, and that 
the Water Service Provider is adhering to good management practises. This in turn requires good 
communication between the WSP and the community it serves, realised through regular reporting. If the 
service provided is above the basic service level (which by law is free), the duties of the CBO WSP will 
also include usage monitoring and revenue collection, which can only operate effectively if transparency 
is maintained. 
As consumers, communities have a right to information about the quality of their drinking water, and 
particularly about any potential health impacts. However, providing the results of analysis or sanitary 
inspection in raw form may not be useful to non-specialists. The organisation responsible for 
dissemination is obliged to provide information about drinking water quality in a form that will be as 
widely understood as possible (WHO, 1997). This information may also be linked to hygiene education, 
or information about houselDld water treatment and safe storage. 
Community awareness of drinking water quality also allows informed lobbying to take place. In a study 
of drinking water quality and surveillance in the rural Peddie district in the Eastern Cape, Monyai (2004) 
found that although 94% of communities in the area had some form of water committee, most lacked the 
managerial capabilities, technical skills and funds to function effectively. Some connnunities showed the 
researchers windmills that had been broken for two or three years. Communities were very grateful to be 
presented with the results of analyses performed on their water sources, and some requested that they be 
given copies of the research, which they would use to lobby government for improvement. This is 











that "the most important and effective monitoring strategy for the sector is strengthening the voice of the 
consumer" 
While DWAF has rolled out a system (eWQMS) that will make drinking water quality readings available 
to the public via the Internet (de Souza et aI, 2006), this will only serve a very small percentage of 
consumers, virtually none of whom are supplied by high-risk small and community-managed supplies. 
Such electronic systems need to be supplemented by "information" systems that use more accessible 
traditional technologies, such well-placed public notices and community meetings (WHO, 1997) 
(Godfrey & Howard, 2(02), or new technologies such as mobile phones. 
4.2.4 Reporting to External Stakeholders 
The primary communication need for systems of community-managed supplies is between the 
community-based water service provider and the responsible water services authority. However, external 
stakeholders at national level (health authorities, authorities responsible for resource allocation and 
planning)and international level (aid agencies, organisations monitoring progress towards international 
development goals) may also need information about drinking water quality in community-managed 
supplies. 
National planning and prioritisation of water services provision relies on the availability of detailed 
information about which areas are served with safe drinking water, and which are not. Good data on 
access to safe water, which should include information about the geographic location of each water 
supply, allows equitable distribution of resources to be effected (Redhouse et aI, 2005). This is necessary 
to allow authorities to justify why certain areas are prioritised for interventions in a transparent w.lY, and 
to empower civil society to monitor resource distribution. 
At international level, it is clear that aid resources are not distributed equitably: Redhouse et al (2005) 
estimate that countries home to 90% of the people without safe water receive less than 40% of 
international aid fOr water. 
While the world may be on track to meet target 10 of MDG 7, developing new sources will fall short of 











(WHOIUNICEF2006). Drinking water quality monitoring is an integral part of effective maintenance, 
and therefore of delivery on target 10. As service coverage increases in the developing world, the 
operations and maintenance structures that support established supplies must also begin serving an 
unprecedented number of consumers. Monitoring and surveillance activities need to be scaled up 
accordingly. 
Drinking water quality monitoring also enables more accurate monitoring of access to safe water as part 
of all development goals (Gundl)' et aI2006). Rather than assuming an equivalence between the presence 
of an improved source and access to safe water, information about actual water quality can be used to 











5 Profiles of Areas Visited 
This section expands on the operational context for drinking water quality monitoring in South Africa, by 
briefly describing the socio-econanic conditions and water service provision arrangements in each area 
visited during the assessment phase of the project. 
Interviews and System demonstrations were conducted atfive Water Service Authorities in the Eastern 
Cape. Of these, three were District Municipalities (Alfred Nzo District Municipality, Chris Hani District 
Municipality, O.R. Tambo District Municipality) and two were Local Municipalities (Makana 
Municipality and Buffalo City Municipality). One representative from Amatola Water, a Water Board 
contracted to provide bulk water to several local municipalities in the greater East London area, was also 
interviewed. 
The legacy of the Apartheid government's homeland policy is still very evident in the areas visited. While 
previously white areas such as Makana Municipality comprise commercial farms and well-resourced 
small towns, former homeland areas sum as O.R. Tambo District Municipality, Alfred Nzo District 
Municipality and Chris Hani District Municipality have a large rural population, high unemployment and 
poverty figures and a severe service delivery backlog. This in turn influences water service priorities, and 
while the former homeland areas focus on sustainable community management in remote rural areas, 
community management is non-existent in previously white areas. A mobile phone-based system and 
associated field testing is therefore largely applicable to the three district municipalities in the former 
Transkei. 











FiRure J2: Areas VisiTed for lmerl'iews 
5.1 Makana Municipality 
Malana '\lunicipality is a lo~al muni ~ipill ity wi Ihi n the C..:"du Di,lricl M unicipalil y. The mu nicipality 
has ii' head:.juurter, in Gr~han"tow", and Ihere are j,)ur olher <,ignijicant lown, in the region (Seven 
Fountain'>. Alicedale. i'orl Beau k'rI and Rieh~ed Ea>t). The remaining rural ponion or Ihe areu <.O(H]";sl, 
largely of commacial fiU"ll1s. Rural househ(> ld, . mo,lly r~m>ers and ram""ork~r;, make up approximately 
lR% Ofll"" I()lal h()u,ehnld, in lh~ municipality (Cxadu District Municipalily, 2(06). 
Waler ,er\' lce, pTIwi,ion is mainly through ,mall piped ,y,lem, in each town, with as,ociated waler 
lreaunem worh and op~rational monitoring. 'The,e small ,yslems are operaled ~ Ihe municipality, 
aCling as OOIh \Vater Services AUlhorily and \Vater Service, Provider. Funner> and I~nm"orker'> ",ho <l,) 
not haw ..:ce" 10 u muni<:ipal ,,,Iler supply u-,e privale b()rehole" '1l1e water scrvice'> harldog is ,mall -
in 2001. over 95<7r or hou sehokl, in municipal area hud acre" 10 at lea<;l the minimum aeceplable level of 










5.2 Buffalo City Municipality 
Buffalo City Municipality is a local municipality incorporating the City of East London as well as several 
larger towns. Despite this, 21 % of households in the municipality were classified as rural in the 2001 
census (Amathole District Municipality, 2006). Buffalo City Municipality is authorised to perform the 
Water Services Authority function by the Amathole District Municipality, to which it belongs. Amatola 
Water, a water board, provides bulk water to industrial users and to Buffalo City Municipality. 
At the time of the 2001 census, the water services backlog in Buffalo City Municipality was estimated at 
6.27%. It is likely that this backlog has been partly addressed since then, although in the large townships 
of Mdantsane and Zwelitsha this may mean only the minimum service level of a conununal standpipe 
within 200m of every household. Drinking water quality monitoring is focussed on operational 
monitoring at service reservoir and treatment plants. Some smaller community supplies exist, and these 
are monitored when capa:ity is available. The difficulty of getting to some of the more remote supplies, 
including the financial implications of the rising petrol price and time spent travelling to sites, also 
constrains the monitoring programme (Karshe~n, D. 2005, Personal Communication). 
5.3 Chris Hani District Municipality 
Chris Hani District Municipality is a largely rural district on the northern border of the Eastern Cape 
province, with a total area of around 38 000 km2• Much of the district is part of the former Transkei 
homeland area. Rural or semi-rural households account f:>r 95% of the population (Health Systems Trust, 
2007), and 43% live below the poverty line (Statistics SA, 2001). The District Municipality is the Water 
Services Authority, and is tasked with addressing a water services backlog of approximately 39% (Chris 
Hani District Municipality, 2006). 
While water supply in the larger towns is treated and subject b operational and compliance monitoring, 
there are many small and remote rural communities whose supplies are seldom monitored. In total, there 
are about 600 separate water supplies schemes in the district (Nel, F. 2007, Personal Communication), 











5.4 O.R. Tambo District Municipality 
O.R. Tambo District Municipality has its headquarters in Mthata, the capital of the former Transkei 
homeland. According to the municipality's Water Services development plan, 70% of households live 
below the poverty line, and 78% do not: have access to the basic level of water supply (0. R. Tambo Water 
Services Development Plan, 2003). Rural households make up 95% of the district (PIMSS, 2000, in O. R. 
Tambo District Municipality, 2006), spread over an area of 12 857 km2• 
Where water supply infrastructure exists in urban areas, lack of maintenance has meant that this is often 
in a state of disrepair. While O.R. Tambo District Municipality is currently the Water Services Authority, 
the Water Services Development Plan includes a recommendation to investigate devolving this function to 
local municipality level where capa:ity exists. In several larger towns, including Mthata and Port St. 
Johns, the local municipality acts as the Water Services Provider. At both local municipality and district 
level, skills shortages are a challenge, and the extreme poverty prevalent in the area means that virtually 
all funding for water services provision comes from grants (0. R. District Municipality, 2003). 
5.5 Alfred Nzo District Municipality 
Alfred Nzo Dis:rict Municipality has an area of 7 952km2, bordering KwaZulu-Natal to the East and 
Lesotho to the North. Like O.R. Tambo DM, high levels of poverty and unemployment plague the 
district's mostly rural population, and 98% of households qualify for free basic water (De La Harpe, 
2003). The water services backlog is estimated at at least 55% (Alfred Nzo District Municipality, 2006), 
based on data from the 2001 national census. 
The District Municipality acts as the Water Services Authority for the entire area. As over 99% of the 
population lives in rural areas (De La Harpe, 2003), there is a strong focus on the use of community-
based organisations (CBOs) as water services providers. A Support Services Agent (SSA) is contracted b 
train and support newly-established CBO Water Services Providers while the scheme is being 
implemented and capacity building is taking place. This approach, the first large-scale use of CBO WSPs 
in South Africa, has met with success (Mvula Trust, n. d.)(De La Harpe, 2003)(Illing & Gibson, 20(4), 











6 Appropriate Technologies for the Development Context 
Primo Braga, Daly and Sareen (2003) identify "stepping-stone" technologies that could contribute to ICT-
enabled development. These include low-cost devices, wireless networks and Free and Open Source 
software. Depending on the operational context, some or all ofthese may be appropriate for water quality 
monitoring data collection, data management and reporting. This chapter looks specifically at two 
"stepping-stone" technologies: mobile devices and Open Source software. 
At the end of the chapter, a short case study OpenMRS, an Open Source medical records system for the 
developing world, is presented. OpenMRS system is designed and managed in a way that actively 
encourages customisation and collaboration, providing a sustainable implementation model that could 
inform the design of a community drinking water quality management information system. 
6.1 Remote Data Collection and Reporting using Mobile Devices 
The ever-increasing penetration of mobile devices makes them ideal for systems requiring remote data 
collection and reporting. Mobile devices on the cellular network also allow feedback on a report to be 
immediately sent to the person sending the information. In the context of water quality monitoring, this 
could include advice on how to react to a test result, or a concerning sanitary inspection observation. This 
two-way information flow could support community management of water resources, while 
simultaneously improving monitoring capabilities of the water supply authority. 
Cellular network coverage is expanding rapidly, with the GSM Association projecting that 90% of the 
world's population will have coverage by 2010 (GSM Association, 2006). African cellular phone 
subscribers numbered 76 million at the end of 2004, a penetration rate more than three times that of fixed 
lines (Gray, 2006). African cellular network coverage figures are also high - for example, 96% of South 
Africans live in areas covered by the cellular network (Vodacom, 2007). The GSM Association estimates 
that Coverage statistics by population for several other African countries are shown in Figure 13, while 
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6.1.1 Data Transmission over the Cellular Network 
As ""II us exl en ,ive cowrllge, cellular llehvork abo olfcrs E'lClativcly i nexpcnsi ve and fa,1 w~y' 10 \nmsmit 
small amounts nf data. An mlaly, is of the re~onls of un Ilkl i~n (:elluiar opcraor (LeJtos c! aI. 2(04 ) 
rev<';lled th~1 over 70'70 of S~1 S text mcs<,agcs readl the;r dC,li na\im 1 n under 10 ,econds . Tills is 
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(:hJr,!(;ters . ~nd can <:Ost as little a, ZAR 0.32. D~la scrv ices such uS GPRS ~re incre~'ingly availllbJe. and 
these can offer sig[uf[can\ ca.! "aving, in d~l ~ lransmi"ion (Fynn ellIl. 20Cl6). 
It is rccogni.~ed Ihat. while ~d l ular nper~lop, mJy adverli 'e caverage over a prut ;cular area. ccllu Jar "i gnal 










devjee to a signal bo()ster. Ihereby providing conI1lUnicalion il) area, wi I h m~rgin~l "O'>'er~ge. 
Altem~tively. ~ ,lore and lOrward data transmission ,ystem, where in/(,mlalion is slored on lhe devke for 
lrun,mi"ion wh~n signal h~come, ,,,,~ilable. i, useful. SMS or text messagi ng is one such stor.;,-and-
1"00 ...... ard serv k~. S\-IS-hased, 'lor~-~nd-klTv .. ard dal'l !rallsmis,ion ha, becn successfully impkme[lI..,d in 
India. where a pilot project using phones i:J re~rl'd milTolcnding inl"omlation allo\\'~ dala to be >\ored 011 
Ihe (kvIC.., und lramrnilled when th~ tfJvelling loan officer i, in an area wilh. nelw()rk coverage (Parikh 
and LalOwsku. 20(6). Dula lrunsrnission rrom r~mole "OnI11Imil.y-m~n~ged wat~r supplies is likely 10 
require ,imiJar storc·and-Klrward tilndKmality.~, nelworJ.,. c()\,..,rage IS <l<.'lno"kdged 10 be plDblel11~tic 
(Nel. 2007, Person~1 Comnunication) (De La llarpe, 2003), 
Other GS\1network 'iervices. sUch as USSD (Unstructured Supplementary Service Data) and GPRS 
(Gl()hal Pa~kel R~dio Servic'e). allow real-lir\l~ c'on-'-"llnic'ulion in ~n '·~I\\'aY'-on'· session, GPRS in 
particular can offer significant cost savings over S.\IS GPRS i, p&.:ket-swikhed, meani ng Ihal dall! IS 
hrok..,n lip Into ,mall dlllnb ("pal·kds·'), lr~l1'milted a~ effkiemly as jXl,sible, alld reassembled at the 
rec'Civing: emL GPRS tralT;e is ch~rged acc~ding 10 Ih.., (juanlit y or daw tranqnitted, II i, p!1mm'ily 
inlended for email and \\t'b brow,ing. GPRS data CO>lS in Sonth Afl'iea have rec'Cndy dropped /iDfll R30 
per nu;gahyle LO ZAR 2.DO p<;r meg~hyle, and over 1 000 0Cl0 ch~r~ders (C~n be ,!<.Ired in on~ megabyte, 
An SMS c~ll ,tore 160 (Character>. and co<.l, arou[ld ZAR (UD wh~n houglt as part ofa hnndk. 
6.1.2 Menu-Based Data Collection 
Mobile devices are increasingly seen as a rapid, alA'urate, secur.., replaccm~nl f,r paper-hased dat'l 
colkdion melh()(L, (S~lellif.." 2OOS). Mobik phones in p~nknlar are llIgged. able to operate on baltelY 
jXlwer for long periods of limc. a nd usahlc ",'en hy people who are iniltr.lI.., or s~nli-lil eral~ (Chipdla&:, 
2(X)) j, nns mak..,s lh..,m ide~ I lor II \.e in ule developing ,,\)]id. Mobile adoption, and subs&juenL economic' 
growth, have be..,n impr~ss i ve; Th~ En,"<.mi,\ r~p<Jrt~ tlwt 10 e.>..trJ phOll~S pt'r 100 people can increase 
economic gI"O\'",th by 0.6 percenta!,.'C poims (The Enmomist, 2~)5). 
Difl"ererJt lkvke~, from a low-end md)ik phone 10 a smartphone or per,onal "i.'!il~l aSsi<.lan l (PDA) h~ve 
diffcrent data collectl.n capahil itics , 1\1 ohi1c devic.., USCr i nl<;ri'acc, for d:lt'l coUedion are often ba~ed on 










as tlu:y would fill in re'f/onses 10 those yu~'tilHl' on" paP<'r 10m]. The Satellie PDA projcct '" Ugund" 
(Salellik 2005), wh~J-e h~ahh worker; collect various type, of dala on ~lXciuny-pfogralllllled PD-\s, i, 
one CX3JUple of thi ,. Another i, Cell-Jjf~'s Aftercare proj~ct in Gugulcthu township n~"r C"pe Town, 
where hornc-ha~ed carer,collecl infonnation on the patiems they visit on a low-cnd mobile phon~. "nd 
then tran;rnit the information to a cCiliral dOl w b",e uoillg SMS (Anand, 2((15). It is ca~y to ~ec hoI' a 
'u~itaJ)' inspection kmll. like the onc <;/]()\\'n helow h'r a prolecled 'pnng, coukl be ddivered as a 
cnSlollli>cd m~nu on a mobile ,levic~. 
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Figure 15: Paper·ba.,·ed sanitary inspt!Cti{lnji'rm 
\-!ohile device' have ~~Iensive capabihti~s beyond acting as a paper form replaeemcnt, "nd Ihe~e 
capahilities are already nscd by inr\()NIl\'~ mohile applicmions in th~ developing \\orld. Amollg olher:s. 
th,,), include: 
• Data storage. In th" Satdli f" FDA project, ~~arch~ble medical rcrcrencc works are pre-loaded 











• Fast Transmission of Urgent Data. Cell-Life's Aftercare project incorporates a system of alerts, 
so that if a carer sees that a patient is in urgent need of care, they can alert the patient's doctor via 
the Aftercare system 
• Location Awareness. CyberTracker, a PDA-based system for animal tra:kers in the Kalahari, 
incorporates a GPS chip to record the location of an observation (Blake, 2002). Various high-end 
mobile phones mw also incorporate a GPS, or can be attached to a compact GPS module. 
• Image and Voice Capture. The CAM system for micro finance in India (Parikh and Lazowska, 
2006) used ~kia N-60 series camera phones to operate an innovative microfinance system in 
India. The system is accessed and navigated by capturing cameraphone-scannablebarcodes off 
specially designed forms. Illiterate loan applicants can record their reason 1Dr requesting a loan as 
a voice message, eliminating misunderstanding. 
6.2 Open Source Software 
DWAF (2005) recommends the use of Open Source Software for drinking water quality data 
management. This recommendation is primarily for cost and interoperability reasons, and is consistent 
with the South African government's policy to use Open Source Software where it is seen to be the best 
option, offering equal advantages to the proprietary solution (NACI, 2004). 
Open Source Software (aSS) refers to software for which the source code is made publicly available at no 
cost. By having access to a program's source code, the user is free to 
• adapt the program to their needs 
• learn from the code 
• release improvements to the public 
• redistribute copies 1Dr any purpose. 
ass is attractive to developing countries, where proprietary alternatives are prohibitively expensive on 











saved on software can be spent on training and infra5tructure upgrading, enhancing the sustainability of 
the project and improving its ability to address the core development goal. 
Several developing country governments have recognised the economic ad\lliltages offered by Open 
Source software, as well as its potential benefits to the local IT industry. The South African government 
has come out in support of Open Source software, undertaking to implement an open source solution 
where analysis shows it to be the best option, and to prefer it where it offers equal advantages to the 
proprietary solution. The implementation of Open Standards (see 6.2.3) is also seen as a priority (NACI, 
2004). Bruggink (2003) praises adecision that he believes "acknowledges the need to create knowledge, 
understanding and capacity in older to realize the full potential of open source to deliver savings in the 
public sector as well as downstream social and economic benefits for the country". Brazil, China and 
India have also adoIied policies supporting Open Source software. 
6.2.1 Reasons for Using Open Source Software 
The argument for Open Source software is most frequently made in tenns of cost. Users are not required 
to pay licensing fees, as with proprietary software, and Total Cost Of Ownership (TCO) for open source 
software may (subject to environmental factors) be far lower as a result (Glance et aI, 2004) (Wheeler, 
2005) (MERIT, 2006). Bruggink (2003) likens open source software to generic drugs, which have been 
largely responsible for bringing first-world healthcare within reach of the developing world. The cost 
advantage is particularly relevant for projects where scalabiity is important, as proprietary software 
licensing costs generally increase as the number of users increases. There may also be savings in other 
components ofTCO, as supplementary services such as training and support may be provided by anyone 
and not exclusively those chosen by the creators of the software. 
The development of proprietary software is market-driven. As a result, groups of users who are not seen 
as profitable are less likely to find software that fits their needs. Language localisation is one example of 
this. While Microsoft Office 2003 supports 34 languages (Becker, 2004), the open source OpenOffice.org 
project lists 90 language localisation projects at various stages of completion (OpenOffice.org, 2007). 
customisation for specific applications, or to fit specific local conditions, is also po~ible with Open 











Open Source software often has a security advantage over proprietary software, and popular open source 
operating systems in particular are far less vulnerable b viruses than proprietary alternatives (NACI, 
2004). Viruses and spyware can make systems run so slowly that they become almost unusable. More 
seriously, this type of malicious software can also allow an intruder to gain access to sensitive data. This 
problem is exacerbated by the wide availability of pirated software in the developing world, in some cases 
sold as a legal copy. Pirated software may not be eligible for security updates (Microsoft Windows XP 
has implemented this strategy), or undesirable programs may be hidden on the installation media. Open 
Source software offers a legal and secure alternative (Samoladas & Stamelos, 2003). 
Particularly in emerging markets such as South Africa and Brazil, policies that support Open Source 
software are also seen as a way to expand the local IT sector. Open Source software represents a vast 
resource freely available to local software developers and providers of associated services. Participation 
in the Open Source community also offers an informal apprenticeship for world software developers, at 
no cost (MERIT, 2006). Policies supportive of OSS are acknowledged to support the development of the 
sector (MERIT, 2006) (NACI, 2004), and a strong local IT sector will greatly improve the long-term 
sustainability of ICTs in development projects. 
6.2.2 Limitations of Open Source Software 
Despite its advantages, Open Source software remains subject to all usual ICT evaluation criteria, and 
there are situations where it may not be appropriate. While Open Source software may be attractive in 
terms of licensing CO&, factors such as usability, performance, reliability and scalability are equally 
important when choosing software components. Lack of documentation is regarded as a weakness of 
some Open Source projects, and concerns around usability have also been raised (Nichols & Twidale, 
2002). ICT-enabled c£velopment projects in areas where the local IT industry is not yet well-developed 
may choose proprietary software because better support is available locally. Availability and pricing of 
supplementary services (localisation, training, support) should also be investigated before deciding on 











6.2.3 Open Standards 
A standard is a set of rules governing how a system component can interact with other system 
components. For a communication component (such as a modern), a standard could specify the interface 
that the component must present to other components wanting to send or receive data from it. For data, a 
standard could take the form of a prescribed storage format (such as ASCII text) or a prescribed exchange 
format (such as the extensible mark-up language, XML). Standards can be de jure (formally stipulated by 
an authoritative body) or de Jacto (informal, arising out of extensive use). An example of a de jure 
standard is the Open Geospatial Consortium's Geographic Markup Language (GML). TCPIIP, which 
governs the way computers communicate over the Internet, is a set of de facto standards. 
An open standard is a standard whose development is undertaken collaboratively by, or in consultation 
with, all interested parties. The standard is then made freely available. This is in contrast to a proprietary 
standard, which is developed by a particular manufacturer and not released in order to prevent other 
manufacturer's products from working with its system components or data. As a result, open standards 
encourage interoperability (the ability of components from different manufacturers to integrate 
seamlessly and interchangeably into a system). 
DWAF (2004) notes the importance of software interoperability in water quality monitoring, between 
systems used by different agencies as \\ell as with legacy systems. NACI (2004) also recommends that 
governments and the public sector prefer systems that comply to open standards. In so doing, they 
stimulate of the local software industry to provide support, training and alternative software components, 
and increase the available options for both current and future system components. 
6.3 Case Study: OpenMRS, A Open Source Medical Records System 
Framework for the Developing World 
OpenMRS is an Open Source, collaborative framework designed to meet the challenges of medical 
records management for the HIV and TB epidemics that are devastating the developing world. There are 
OpenMRS implementations in Kenya, South Africa, Uganda and Rwanda, and over 25 000 HN-positive 
people have patient records managed through an OpenMRS implementation (Mamlin & Biondich, 2006). 











device interfaces to OpenMRS, an integrated reporting module and a "shrink-wrap" desktop version of 
the system (Seebregts et aI, 2007). 
As with most successful Open Source projects, OpenMRS leverages a strong developer community. In 
addition, the organisations that lead the OpenMRS project focus on building a strong implementer 
community (Seebregts ct aI, 2007). The system is designed to be highly configurable with no 
programming knowledge, allowing each implementer to tailor the implementation to the particular local 
context. Should addi:ional customisation be required, the Open Source nature of OpenMRS allows 
implementers to contract any capable software developer to perform this. The implementer community 
provides a support network for new irnplementers, using tools such as forums, a mailing list, a wiki (a 
type of collaborative, editable web page) and face-to-face implementers mectings (Seebregts et aI, 2007). 
The combination of Open Source software usage and a collaborative approach allows OpenMRS to be 
highly customisable to local needs, low-cost and supportive of innovation. Combined with the support 
available from a strong implementer community, OpenMRS is a sustainable electrmic medical records 











7 Requirements Definition 
In this section, functional and non-functional system requirements are derived based on the operational 
context and information needs described in Charters 3 and 4. An overview of the functional requirements 
is presented in the form of Use-Case diagrams and Use-Case narratives (after Jacobson, 1987). These, as 
well as non-functional requirements derived for the operational context, are then developed into a high-
level requirements specification. 
Z 1 Use-Cases and Use-Case Narratives 
Use-cases describe how various system actors (usually, but not always, human users) interact with a 
system. High-level or casual use-cases are appropriate for initial system definition, as they can be 
developed and modified easily, and are readable by non-specialists (Cockburn, 2001). 
Following from the discussion of community drinking water quality information needs in Chapter4, this 
section presents high-level use cases describing how stakeholders might interact with a community 
drinking water quality information system to fulfil their information needs. 
7.1.1 Community Water Committee Use Case 
Community Water 
Committee 
Figure 17: Community Water Committee Use Case 











• Collect and report on an agreed set of indicators (which may include qualitative factors such as 
community satisfaction, and quantitative factors such as a field test result or sanitary inspection 
score) 
• Submit these routine monitoring reports to the Supporting Authority (WSA and/or SSA), and 
receive confirmation that they have been received. 
o If routine monitoring reports were not received, get an error report with advice on how to 
proceed. 
• Alert the Supporting Authority when there is a problem at the supply that they cannot solve, or 
when they require advice. 
o The alert should be able to include as much information as possible about the exact nature of 
the problem. 
o When the alert has been sent, confirmation of its receipt should be returned. 
















of water quality 
on demand 
Verify the operation 
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Figure 18: Community Member Use Case 
The Community Member (consumer) needs to: 
• Have access to information about the quality of their water 
• Be timeously alerted to water quality problems, and informed about the action they should take 
• Verify that the CBO WSP is carrying out its function correctly, and that safe drinking water is 
being suwlied 
• Use the water quality monitoring data to lobby local government for improvement (e.g. source 
protection measures) 
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Figure 19: Supporting Authority Use Case 
The Water Service Authority (WSA), and/or a Support Services Agent to whom some of the 
responsibility for supporting community supplies is contractuany delegated, may need to: 
• Monitor the quality of the water supplies to consumers on a monthly basis (a legislative 
requirement in terms of the Water Services Act), and report to the regulator (DWAF) 
• Support community-managed supplies by providing advice or technical assistance in the event of 
problems at the supply 











7.1.4 External Organisation Use-Case 
External Agency 
Collect accurate 
data on access to 
safe water 
Figure 20: External Organisation Use-Case 
External organisations may be interested in raw data from community-managed supplies, which they can 
incorporate into analysis. These organisations may need to: 
• Monitor progress towards development goals around safe water based on the quality of water 
supplied, not the type of source (improved or unimproved) 
• Prioritise regional interventions 
• Allocate resources transpareItly and equitably 
7.2 Infrastructure Assumptions 
In designing a system to deliver the functionality described in the use-cases, infrastructure constraints 
imposed by the operating environment must be taken into account. This is necessary to satisfy Real 
Access Criteria 1 (Physical Access to Technology) and 2 (Appropriateness of Technology). 
For the community drinking water quality management system, the following infrastructure constraints 
were assumed. These were derived based on the operational context for community-managed supplies 











• At the site of the community-managed supply, there may not be electricity. Cellular signal 
reception is likely to be available at the site or nearby (for example, at the top of a nearby hill, or 
in a small town that community members may visit periodically for supplies). However, signal 
reception may be variable in time and space. 
• At the site of the Water Service Authority or Support Services Agent, the electricity supply is 
reasonably reliable. There is also likely to be an internet connectioo, as the roll-out of eWQMS, a 
web-based system, necessitated the installation of internet connections at all district 
municipalities. However, the internet connectioo may not always be available, as WSAs are not 
always located in major centres with technical sup]X>rt nearby, and connectivity problems may 
take some time to rectify. 
• Users from external organisations wanting to access raw data from the system (for research or 
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Figure 21: Sy.Hem Compmu·m.1 (lrmng"d by [Ae-Ca.\e ami Operming t;nl'ironmelll 
Difkrt'nt uscrs of a community w~tcr managnl}eil1 system operute under differe~l el1viml1menl;l1 
co~-trui [lls. ~, " ell ~, ""-juiri ng eli newnl "y,tem funCiionality, conlent and pre'>cnntion. J II ordcr to 
mulCh "1'sl",,, design choices clo<,ely lO uS~r needs, the systcm was divided into componenls . In thc next 











Z4 High-Level System Requirements 
The table below presents the high-level system requirements, divided into functional and non-functimal 
requirements. Functional requirements, which define the services a system needs to provide to users, have 
been derived from the use-cases in the previous section. Non-functional requirements, which define the 
constraints under which the system should operate, are derived from the infrastructure assumptions in 6.2, 
and the operational context for community-managed supplies in South Africa in Chapter 3. 
System 
Component 
1. Data Collection 
Application 
Functional Requirements 
(a) Allow guided data collection for a 
set of indicators defined by the 
responsible WSA 
(b) Allow collection of free text alert 
messages 
(c) Receive confirmation of message 
receipt 
(d) Receive information and Wclfning 
messages 
Non-Functional Requirements 
1. Easily translated into local 
languages 
11. Usable by semi-literate users 
111. Require very little user 
training 
















3. Data Storage 
Functional Requirements 
(a) Transmit reports, alerts, 
recommendations and warning 
messages between the CEO WSP 
and the supporting authority. 
(b) Store-and-forward data when no 
cellular signal is available 
(a) customisable - should be able to 
store results from any user-defined 
test 
(b) Geo-referenced - sites should have a 
location in co-ordinates 
Non-Functional Requirements 
1. Available on relatively 
inexpensive, rugged phones 
11. Reliable - will deliver a 
message even if not 
immediately 
1. Reliable - should allow 
automated backups of the 
database 


















(a) Allows user to access all reading;; 
from a site 
(b) Provide a graphical warning when a 
reading exceeds a prescribed limit 
(c) Produce graphs showing readings 
over time for a parameter 
(d) Allow user to interact with the 
system via a simple, clickable map 
interface 
(e) Provide quick access to incoming 
alerts 
(f) Provide a way to mark alerts as 
received and acted upon 
(g) Provide an interface to send 
messages to all sites, or to a selection 
of sites 
(h) Submit data to other systems, 
particularly the existing e WQMS 
system 
Non-Functional Requirements 
1. May need to be available off-
line in certain areas 
11. Usable by non-technical 
people 
111. Easy to support and maintain 
IV. Available on most hardware 
currently in use - should not 
require significant processing 














5. Raw Data 
Access Interrace 
Functional Requirements 
(a) Allow read-only access to all non-
sensitive data. 
(b) Allow users to download the data set 
(c) Allow users to access the dataset as a 
web service 
Non-Functional Requirements 
v. Standards Compliant 
VI. Well documented 
vii. Secure - should not allow 












8 Prototype Development 
The prototype system was developed primarily as a working demonstration that could be shown to 
potential users. During interviews, users interacted with the working prototype system, and could then 
help to refine the user requirements. Prototyping was also used to validate the chosen technologies and 
system architecture, and identify any design changes or potential problems before the start of the next 
development iteration. 
The prototype system implements a subset of the required functionality of each component. To define this 
subset, the system presented above was divided into: 
• A routine monitoring subsystem, for regular reporting on an agreed set of indicators 
• An alerts subsystem, for ad-hoc communication between the WSA and the community 
The routine monitoring subsystem was chosen for development as the prototype system. Only the parts of 
the data model and data collection component relevant to the monitoring subsystem are therefore 
discussed in the sections that follow. However, the alerts subsystem remains extremely important, as 
verified by users during interviews. All the technology and design choices here apply to both subsystems, 
and the addition of alerts functionality would require extending the current prototype, but would not 
require changes to the system design or to the implementation of the monitoring subsystem. 
While only the prototype design process is described in this chapter, the development and configuration 
of each component was also a significant part of this project. There is a need to document the 
development and configuration work that was done, as this will allow further work on this or similar 
systems to build on what has already been done. Rather than exhaustively documenting the configuration 
and development portion in text, Appendix A contains a fully functional live CD, which contains a 
bootable, customised operating system. All the components described here are installed and configured 
on the live CD, which will run without affecting existing operating systems on any suitably configured 
computer. Because all components used and developed are Open Source, the live CD also includes all the 











necessary programming, database administration and system configuration skills to fully reproduce all the 
development and configuration work done for this project. 
8.1 System Architecture 
A client-server architecture is the obvious choice for a system where many distributed users need to 
access the data in different ways (Feinstein, 2000). Figure 22 shows a client-server architecture, 
differentiating the functions of the client and server components. 
Server 
·Provides services in 
response to requests 
.Encapsulates (hides 
from the client) the 
mechanism through 
which the response is 
produced 
Services 
Requests for Services 
Client 
.Presents the user 
interface 
·Produces requests for 
Services 
Figure 22: A client-server architecture. After Feinstein (2000) and Sinha (1992) 
In most web-based systems, the server is further divided into application server and database server 
components. The application server receives a request from the client, requests data from the database 
server where necessary, and processes the request into a response to be sent to the client. This is a three-
tiered client-server architecture - the client is the first tier, the application server the second tier, and the 
database server the third tier. Conversely, a two-tiered client-server architecture, which is more common 
in desktop applications, usually consists of the client and the database server only. In this case, the 











In a three-tiered architecture, very little processing is typically done by the client, which is only 
responsible for producing requests and presenting results from the application server. This kind of client 
is called a "thin" client, and does very little or no data processing. The hardware requirements on the 
client side of a thin client system are therefore low. Two-tiered applications, which usually incorporate the 
application server's the data processing operatims into the client, make use of a "thick" or "fat" client. 
Depending on the type of data and the processing being done (for example, large files or multimedia 
visualisations), the hardware requirements on the client side can be higher when a thick client architecture 
is chosen. 
A browser-based, three-tiered, thin client architecture was chosen for the prototype system. The main 
factor influencing this choice was maintainability, as a browser-based system can be very easily updated 
by making changes on the server only. This means that technical sup{X)rt staff do not need to travel to 
distant client sites. This architecture also imposes lower hardware requirements on the client side, which 
is important when processing geo-referenced data. 
Potential problems arising from poor network connectivity were considered when choosing the client-
server model. These could be mitigated by: 
• Using low-end pes as clients, but putting the money saved in this way into good network 
infrastructure and security 
• Stimulating the local IT industry to provide support services to networks on the client side 
• If necessary, considering hosting the database on a local server on site, so that it does not need to 
be accessed over the Internet. As discu&5ed in Section 8.4, if this option is chosen, SMS is a more 
feasible data transmission method. Regular replication of the database to an external server would 
also need to be in place to allow external access to the data, and to ensure that data is securely 
backed up. 
















































8.2 Data Collection and Data Transmission 
At the start of this project, mobile devices (specifically, mobile phones on the GSM network) were 
identified as potentially suitable for data collection and reporting by community-managed supplies. 
Mobile phones currently available in South Africa offer widely varying functionality, from basic voice 
calls and text messages only on the cheapest phones, to high-speed internet access and scaled-down 
versions of common PC applications (office suite, email client, organiser) on high-end phrnes. 
While the extensive capabilities of high-end phrnes may prove very useful in community supply 
management, consideratims of cost, simplicity, power usage and theft prevention mean that lower-end 
phones were chosen as the target platform for the prototype. Only technologies that are available on 
phones in the ZAR 300.00 to ZAR 800.00 ran~ were therefore considered. For data collection, possible 
technologies therefore include WIG (Wireless Internet Gateway) and 12ME (Java 2 Micro Edition). For 
data transmission, SMS (Short Message Service), GPRS (General Packet Radio Service), MMS 
(Multimedia Messaging Service), WAP and USSD (Unstructured Supplementary Service Data) are 
available on phones in the specified price range. As both WAP and USSD require a two-way exchange of 
data over the cellular network (Anand, 2005), they are not very useful where network coverage is poor or 
variable, and were excluded. 
8.2.1 Data Collection 
For the menu-based data collection component, WIG (Wireless Internet Gateway) and J2ME (Java Micro 
Edition) applications were considered. 
WIG applications were initially designed to browse external websites written in Wireless Markup 
Language (WML), using WAP (Wireless Access Protocol). However, a1l32K SIM cards now incorporate 
a WML browser, allowing WIG menus to be stored as static files on the SIM card and aocessed on the 
built-in WML browser (Anand, 2005). WIG menus are available on almost all currently available phones, 
but have the following disadvantages: 











• Special arrangements must be made with the network operator (Vodacom, MTN or Cell-C in 
South Africa) to "push" the WIG menu onto each SIM card. This canonly be done by the 
network operator. 
• Translation into other languages must be done manually, with a new WIG menu being created fir 
each language 
Anand (2005) and Anand and Rivett (2006) describe a successful menu-based WIGsystem in use in 
several home-based care organisations around South Africa. The choice of WIG for this system was based 
on the high cost of J2ME-capable phones at the time it was initially developed (2003 - 2005). Since then, 
this cost has come cbwn significantly (Fynn et aI, 2005). This makes J2ME an attractive option, as its 
advantages include: 
• Users can download ("pull") J2ME applications onto any capable phone. The network operator 
does not need to be involved 
• The maximum size of J2ME applications varies from phone to phone, but all phones connrming 
to the Java Technology for the Wireless Industry (JTWI) specification must have a maximum 
application size limit of 64 kilobytes or larger 
• A range of user interface widgets (check boxes, dropdown lists etc.) is available, helping to 
improve the user experience 
• Like all Java applications, J2ME applications can be easily translated by storing all text strings in 
a separate language-specific file 
For the prototype system, ease of development within a limited timeframe was also a consideration. 
While WIG menus require specialised development tools (Anand 2005), J2ME is by far the most widely 
used mobile application platform, and as a result is supported by standard, full-featured Java development 
environments such as NetBeans and Eclipse. Combined with the advantages listed above, this made J2ME 
the preferred platform for the data collection application. A screenshot of the completed application 
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runs a service (which may call a script on a web server or on the local machine) to insert the data into the 
database. Because data is received and sent only through the GSM modem, the database server does not 
have to have a permanent Internet connection when SMS is chosen as the data transmission mechanism. 
Using GPRS, it is possible to send an HTIP GET or POST request (containing the data to be transmitted) 
directly to the database server for insertion into the database, and the need for specialised hamware on the 
server side is eliminated. However, to do this, the database server must be externally accessible (always 
connected to the internet). GPRS is therefore less suitable for situations where Internet connectivity is 
limited or slow, and the database server is hosted on site. 
For the prototype system, both SMS and GPRS-based data transmission were implemented. This was 
done to evaluate the ease of developing systems for both methods. Only GPRS data transmission is 
available on the live CD, as the hardware required to receive SMSs, namely a GSM modem, would not be 
present. 
As the choice of data transmission method is dictated partly by cost and service availability, and partly by 
the choice of local or offsite database hosting, a future system could easily implement both methods and 
maintain flexibility in this regard. 
8.3 Storage Component 
A relational database is the standard storage mechanism for dynamic data used by web applications. 
Database management systems for relational databases, such as MySQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle and 
Microsoft SQL Server, provide a powerful mechanism for storing and retrieving data that is frequently 
changed or updated. Both MySQL andPostgreSQL are Open Source, stable and widely used. For geo-
referenced data, PostgreSQL provides the PostGIS extensions, which comply with the Simple Features for 
SQL standard. This is by far the most widely used open source geo-database system, and is therefore well 
supported by other open source GIS tools (Ramsey, 2006). For this reason, a PostgreSQL database (with 
PostGIS extensions) was chosen as the data storage mechanism. The only datasets not stored in the 
database are the roads, rivers and districts layers used as a backdrop to the sampling points layer shown in 











in a flat shapefile format, which offers better performance than a geo-referenced database table for large 
datasets. 
8.3.1 Data Model 
Once the decision to use a relational database had been taken, the following requirements dictated the 
design of the data model for the prototype system 
• The data model should be normalised to at least the third normal form (3NF) (Codd, 1990), to 
impose design principles that improve maintainability and extensibility. The requirements for this 
are: 
o Duplicate columns are eliminated, and each record has a primary key (first normal form) 
o In the case of composite primary keys, each column depend on the whole key (second normal 
form) 
o Each column depends on the primary key for the table (third normal form) 
(After Coulson, 2006) 
• The data model should allow results to be recorded for any tested parameter, as the parameters to 
be measured may need to be defined by the user to respond to a particular operational context. 
This last requirement is difficult to model in a normal static database structure, as for each new type of 
test from which results should be stored in the database, a new column would have to be added to the 
results table. This situation is analogous to that of medical test results, where a patient is only ever tested 
for a tiny subset of the possible parameters that could be measured. The Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) 
model, also used in OpenMRS,is typically applied to this kind of data. 
The skeleton tables below compare a representation of test results in a conventional relational model, with 
one in the EAV model. 
Conventional Relational Data Model 
Site (iQ,name,locatioo) 















M easuredValue(iQ, ~mJ1...P-1..~~Q,!~~t...!YI?~, val ue) 
In the EAV model, a concept table stores a continuously growing list of possible parameters that can be 
measured. Measured values for each parameter then store the concept to which the measurement refers (as 
a foreign key) and the actual value measured (Nadkami, 2(01). In the table above, TestType is a concept 
that represents any type of test that could be performed as part of a drinking water quality monitoring 
programme. 
The EAV model makes extracting information from the database more complicated. In the EAV model 
example above, you would need to look at all four tables to find the site name, test name and test results 
for all samples taken at a site, while in the conventional model, this information could be obtained from 
only the two tables shown. However, its flexibility is a great advantage, as it can accommodate any set of 
test types without requiring a schema change. A water safety plan approach entails monitoring control 
points that are chosen acconing to local environmental conditions, and may be different for different 
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Figure 26: Data Model Diagram. The EAV model is used for test results (relations Sample, 
MeasuredValue and Parameter) 
To achieve flexibility, the test results portion of the community drinking water quality data model uses the 
EAV model. The rest of the database uses a less complex conventional relational model. Figure 26. shows 











8.4 Data Management and Reporting Component 
The choice of a thin client architecture means that the functionality of the data management and reporting 
component is split over the web application server and the client, with the client resJDnsible only for the 
presentation of the data. In a browser-based thin client, the work of the client consists mostly of 
graphically displaying results computed on the application server. The desired presentation of the results 
is specified by the server using H1ML (hypertext markup language, which defines content and semantics) 
and CSS (cascading style sheets, which define the style and formatting of the HTML content). 
The work of the application server includes: 
• Retrieving non-spatial data from the database in response to user requests 
• Providing the clickable, navigable map interface and responding to spatial requests (What features 
are within this bounding box? What are the attributes of the feature located at a point clicked on 
the map?) 
Although not implemented in the prototype system, the application server should also handle creating, 
deleting and updating tests, authorised users, sites and standards (Create, Read, Update and Delete, or 
CRUD functions) in the database, in response to user requests. 
The data management and reporting component is designed so that the primary user interactim takes 
place through an interactive map of sites. Other data access methods, such as sean::hing for a site selected 
from a list of all available sites, were also implemented, and although a query builder interface was not 
included in the prototype system, this would be an essential component in the complete system. The 
decision to implement the map interface as the major component of the prototype system was taken 
because it offered an interesting user interaction paradigm for system demonstrations and user interviews. 
It was also the most technically challenging part of the system, and the prototyping process was used to 
verify that it was possible to fulfil this requirement as designed, within the limits of the operational 
context. 
Ramsey (2006) lists a large collection of Open Source spatial data server and client components. Of 
these, UMN Mapserver is the most widely used. It is a spatial data server written in C, using Open Source 
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Internet connectioo that is not appropriate for database access, such as a connection over the GSM 
network (Brown et aI, 2007). 
8.5.1 Access to Non-Spatial Data 
External access to PostgreSQL databases is already implemented by the database server, as long as 
database is located on a server that can be accessed over the internet. PostgreSQL fully implements the 
SQL 92/99 standards for data storage and retrieval, and also has application programming interfaces 
available for Java (through JDBC), ODBC, Perl, Python, Ruby, C, C++ and PHP, among others 
(PostgreSQL, 2007). The only configuration necessaI)' is the creation of appropriate user roles for 
external users who are likely only to have read access to data. However, this interface does not provide 
specific functionality for spatial data (such as indexing and caching), and is therefore more suitable for 
access to the non-spatial data in the community drinking water quality management system. 
8.5.2 Access to Spatial Data 
Spatial data access over the Internet is governed by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)'s Web Map 
Service (WMS), Web Feature Service (WFS) and other standards. These standards have been widely 
adopted, and as well as being implemented by most Open Source GIS components, mqjor proprietary 
systems such as ESRI's ArcMap can work with WFS and WMS datasets. 
GeoServer is a mature, open source spatial data server that also selVes as the reference implementation 
for the OGC standards. While MapServer is more widely used, it is only fully compliant with the WMS 
standard, and not with WFS. As a result, Geoserver was the chosen spatial data server for the community 
drinking water quality information system. 
Although GeoselVer itself works immediately on extracting the downloaded aIChive, there is some 
configuration required to specify the data that should be available from the server. The configuration files 
used for the raw data access interface are available on the live CD. Udig (User-friendly Desktop GIS), an 
Open Source data viewer that uses some of the same components as GeoServer, is one of many 
applications that can be used to explore spatial data from WFS and WMS servers. Udig was used to test 











8.6 Findings from Prototype Development 
The prototype development process was undertaken to achieve the following two goals: 
• Provision of a working demonstration system that could be used as a common reference point for 
users and system designers during design discussions 
• Selection of an appropriate technology strategy for each component. 
The working demonstration system was developed within the time constraints of the project, and was 
installed on a laptop for the system demonstrations conducted in the Eastern Cape, satisfying the first 
goal. 
The evaluation of the technology strategy in the context of a full pilot system was informed by the user 
interviews conducted in the Eastern Cape. The findings from this evaluation, based on the Real Access 
criteria of Physical access to technology, Appropriateness of technology, Affordability of technology and 
technology use, Human capa::ity and training, Locally relevant content, applications, and services, and 
Political will and public support, are presented in Chapter 9. However, a brief evaluation of the main 
components of the technology strategy in the context of the prototype development process is presented in 
the sections that follow. 
8.6.1 Open Source Components 
The use of open source components for prototyping allowed the demonstration system to be delivered 
without incurring any software licensing costs. The time cost of demonstration system development was 
approximately 120 hours, or one month of full-time work. While a comparison of TCO for system 
development using proprietary or Open Source software is beyond the scope of this project, in this case 
the use of Open Source software components provided a no-cost prototype solution in an acceptable time. 
8.6.2 Low-cost mobile devices on the GSM network 
From a development viewpoint, mobile devices implementing the J2ME MIDP (Mobile Device 
Information Profile) standard are very easy to work with using established tools such as the Sun Wireless 











success. J2ME application development also benefits from the wider Java development ecosystem, and 
development can be done in e~ablished, stable Java development environments such as NetBeans and 
Eclipse. J2ME also makes it easy to provide a consistent, intuitive user interl'ace by providing standard 
widgets. However, it is sometimes difficult to standardise the behaviour of these widgets across different 
devices, so it may be worth limiting the range of supported devices to a few common mobile phones. 
Additionally, the low-range phone chosen for the prototype system, (the Motorola L6, which costs around 
R700.00), is recommended fOr the pilot system based on its value for money, and adequate feature set. 
8.6.3 A combined relational and Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) data model 
The EAV model makes it possible to develop a flexible, extensible database schema. However, the 
complexity of queries is increased, as is data presentation. Bugs in the queries used to extract and classify 
samples for each site comprised a significant portion of the development work. The EAV model may not 
have been necessary for a prototype system, as its advantages are not immediately visible. However, the 
combined EAV and relational approach seems suitable for the full system, where flexibility is important. 
8.6.4 A three-tiered client-server model for the browser-based data 
management and reporting component 
The choice of a client-server architecture is a good one where network connectivity is useful and should 
be used where possible, but may not always be available. This was the case with the demonstration 
system, which had to be contained on a laptop for demonstrations. Archiving a working system on a live 
CD without making any significant configuration changes was also possible because of the client-server 
model. 
From a development point of view, the three-tiered model with a browser-based client means that the 
application can be developed against a consistent platform, and can be run on any system that can run an 
Apache web server and a standards-compliant web browser such as Mozilla Firefox. 
For user demonstrations, a browser-based client is useful because it presents a familiar user interface. 
This allows users to concentrate on functionality of the system rather than on trying to understand how 











8.6.5 Open Standards compliant components 
The use of Open Standards-compliant components, particularly PostgreSQL and PostGIS, made the 
provision of a raw data access interface very simple. 
For non-spatial data, PostgreSQL offers a comprehensive interface for direct access by users or for access 
by external application. However, non-expert users wanting to further manipulate or query the data may 
be limited by the lack of simple query-by-example tools for SQL databases. It may be necessary to 
consider also providing a subset of the data in spreadsheet format for such users. 
For spatial data, GeoServer is fully standards compliant. As common open source as well as commercial 
GIS packages (such as ArcMap and MapInfo) implement the OGe standards, users are able to access 











9 Findings from Practitioner Interviews and System Assessments 
9.1 Physical access to technology 
This criteria was assessed through observation rather than through interviews. As the Water Services 
Authority function is the responsibility of the District Municipality, and is only devolved to the local 
municipality where capacity exists at the local municipality, it can be assumed that Water Services 
Authorities have access to personal canputers. In all the areas studied, the municipal officials we 
interviewed, used a personal computer in their work. Internet access was also available in all WSAs 
visited, at the level of a shared broadband connectim. DWAF has been responsible for upgrading IT 
infrastructure in some WSAs in preparati:m for the rollout of a new Water Quality Management System, 
eWQMS. In addition to this system, commercial Geographic Information Systems (GIS) were in use at 
least two of the WSAs visited, and Amatola Water uses a commercial Laboratory Information System, 
LIMS (Gulwa, 2007, Personal Communication). 
Access to technology at the level of a community-managed WSP is likely to be much more limited. In 
Alfred Nzo Dis:rict Municipality, for example, 78.47% of households do not have access to electricity 
(Alfred Nzo Dis:rict Municipality Report, 2006/07), and only 360km of the 547km road network is paved 
(De La Harpe, 2003). Even in the larger towns of East London, Grahamstown, Mthata and Queenstown, 
power failures occurred or were reported around the time we visited the area. Despite this, community 
WSPs are known to generally have access to mobile phones, and also sometimes to report faults by SMS 
(Gcali, 2007, Personal Communication). Cellular network coverage in the Eastern Cape is good, as shown 
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9.2 Appropriateness of technology 
Nel (2007, Personal Communication) confirms that most staff involved in water quality monitoring at 
WSA level have at least a tertiary degree, and some level of computer literacy. Although they often 
require additional training at the beginning of their employment. Staff use a desktop PC to perform their 
daily work. None of the participants raised concerns about the use of a web-based system at WSA level, 
possibly as the DWAF eWQMS system has already being irtroduced. The usefulness of this system was 
mentioned several times, and its success is likely to improve user support for future ICT-based systems at 
WSA level. 
Economic opportunities in the rural areas of the Eastern Cape are few, and migration of employable 
people to urban areas is endemic. This translates into local community WSPs having to rely sometimes on 
illiterate or semi-literate employees to perform monitoring (De La Harpe, 2003). All municipal engineers 
who participated in the study also agreed that for a mobile phone-based system to be useful, it oould need 
to be made available to CBO WSPs in the local language (predominantly Xhosa in the Eastern Cape). 
However, the response to the idea of a mobile phone-based system was generally positive, and it was felt 
that because communities already do usemobile phones, it was likely to be well received. 
The need for a low-cost microbiological water test was also universally agreed, and it was felt that the 
availability of the test was likely to be a prerequisite for the success of a system where communities are 
expected to monitor their own supplies (Gcali, 22 May 2007, Personal Communication) (Mzayiya, 25 
May 2007, Personal Communication). In Alfred Nzo District Municipality, the H2S test is used, but this 
does not satisfy the monitoring requirements imposed by SANS 241 as it is a presence-absence test. A 
field test would therefore be most useful if it was accepted by the regulator (DWAF) as an acceptable 
monitoring method for faecal coliform contamination (Malgas, 24 May 2007, Personal Communication). 
9.3 Affordability of Technology and Technology Use 
Budget constraints are often cited as an obstacle to water quality monitoring, particularly in areas where a 
large percentage of the population lives below the poverty line and does not pay for basic services. 
Mackintosh et al (2004) state that drinking water quality management is not prioritised in municipal 











interviewees did ask about royalties and SMS costs, there was a general consensus that the benefit of a 
system that would allow remote sites to be monitored without physically travelling to the site was likely to 
outweigh the costs involved. It was also the view of several people that, should such a system prove 
successful, DWAF as "sector leader" could be asked to assist in providing it to WSAs and COO WSPs, as 
has been done with eWQMS. 
9.4 Human capacity and training 
Training of CBO WSPs regarding water quality monitoring is currently addressed either by the WSA, or 
by a Service Support Agency such as the Mvula Trust (Mvula Trust, date unknown). At community level, 
this kind of training could incorporate training in a mobile phone-based reporting system, providing the 
system is kept simple. In the rural Eastern Cape, the impact of HIV/AIDS and rural-urban migration 
means that frequent turnover of operators is a challenge. This means that any ICT system needs to be very 
simple to learn, minimising training time. 
Several participants suggested that a mobile phone-based system could facilitate involving school children 
in water quality monitoring. This was seen as a good way to educate children about water quality and 
hygiene practices, and also as a way to pilot and refine system usability. All the municipalities 
interviewed said that they were already involved in programmes at school level. 
The availability of technical support and training service providers is likely to be challenging, as in 
general only large towns offer these services. Remote support models or other support system need to be 
considered. e WQMS is designed as a web-based solution, accessed over the internet, in an attempt to 
minimise the need for on-site support. 
9.5 Locally relevant content, applications, and services 
Different monitoring requirements exist for different water source types. This includes the selection of 
parameters to be monitored (which may also be dictated by the availability of field tests) as well as the 
design of sanitary inspection checklists. WHO (1997) also acknowledges that cultural differences between 
communities will affect the monitoring of acceptability criteria such as water colour, odour and quantity 











technical users at Water Supply Authority level (Gcali, 25 May 2007, Personal Communication). One 
participant also stressed that in addition to certain prescribed aspects that need to be reported on, 
someone reporting from a community should also be able to voice their concerns in plain text, as this 
would increase the perception that the WSA was receptive to the concerns and problems of the CBO 
WSPs. 
Participants considered interoperability with other systems to be of great importance, particularly with 
other drinking water quality monitoring systems such as eWQMS but also with systems used to monitor 
related municipal activities. For example, the institutional arrangements within Alfred Nzo District 
Municipality see routine monitoring undertaken by the water services department, while ad-hoc samples 
are also taken by environmental health officers. Communication between departments can present a 
challenge, as water services may treat (for example, chlorinate) a source that is found to be contaminated 
without addressing the cause of contamination, which is seen as the responsibility of the environmental 
health officers (Nel, 24 May 2007, Personal Communication). This problem is exacerbated by 
incompatible IT systems in use at the respective departments. 
9.6 Political will and public support 
Participants stressed that the provision of safe drinking water is "a political issue" (Gulwa, 25 May 2007, 
Personal Communication), and that district municipalities are often criticised for not responding quickly 
enough when problems occur. One participant attributed this directly to problems of information flow, 
stating that: 
"We are battling with reporting. People are complaining we don't attend timeously to problems, 
they are for days without water. But in fact we only now hear that there was a problem. But if 
someone had your system they could pick it up instantly. Sounds very very useful." 
(Gcali, 25 May 2007, Personal Communication) 
While the system was seen as a way to reinforce accountability of the WSA to the CBO WSPs and the 
community, it could also help WSAs to trust the CBOs. De La Harpe (2003) records the view of one 











accountability to CBO WSPs contributes greatly to their success, and this could be facilitated by better 
two-way communication. 
From a management perspecitve, the need for information to inform programme planning and resource 
allocation, particularly at local government level, was also identified. One participant stated that 
"the more information you have available to make the work easier for the guys, the better for me 
but also, for us at management, that information is very important. I think that lacks in local 
government alot [ ... J if you go to site and test milk, for example, what will you do about the 
results? Whether they comply or don't comply, what are you doing about the results? If you have 
a guy in your area who does not comply, you write him a letter. If, however, you have 50 negative 
results, you have a big issue and you must plan and budget accordingly. These type of systems can 
help you to keep up-to-date and it's very very nice." 











10 Conclusions and Recommendations 
This research project intended to support the following hypotheses (sectim 1.4): 
• An ICT-based management system could help to meet the information needs of stakeholders in 
community supply management in South Africa. These information needs can be defined through 
a process of participatory design. 
• Using a prototyping approach, it is possible to define a set of functional and non-functional 
requirements for such a system, against which a working pilot system could be developed. 
• A technology strategy based on "appropriate" technologies such as mobile devices (and 
particularly data transmission over cellular networks), web-based reporting and open SOlll"ce 
software can provide the foundation for a system that will meet the specific challenges of 
monitoring community-managed supplies. 
The concluding sections that follow contain a discussion of these points, based on the findings in the 
previous chapter. Recommendations for the next phase of the project (a full pilot system) are also 
developed. 
10.1 Assessment of the Information Need 
Small and community-managed supplies are among the most prone to water quality problems, and are 
also the hardest to monitor. Reasons for this include: 
• Remote location of supply points 
• Lack of resources (including trained personnel and laborabry facilities) 
• Lack of communication between organisations carrying out operatimal monitoring, verification 
and surveillance activities. 
In South Africa, Water Services Authorities (WSAs) at local government level may have many rural 
community schemes under their jurisdiction, and are struggling to fulfil their legal obligation to monitor 
the schemes. As a result, CBO WSPs sometimes find it difficult to access support for problems they 











have difficulty trusting CBO WSPs, and cannel devolve to them the responsibility for operational 
monitoring and reporting. 
Capacity issues exist within WSAs, and this may mean that operationalnnnitoring of rural schemes is 
compromised, particularly when schemes are very remote. Drinking Water Quality Management Systems 
have been shown to help WSAs work "smarter" with existing resources (De Souza et al,2006), responding 
to the challenge of limited capacity. 
As well as supporting the daily operations of comnunity-managed schemes, information about water 
quality at community supply level allows institutions responsible for resource allocation to prioritise areas 
most at risk for water quality problems. The information on which such decisions are based should be 
made publicly available, as this enforces transp<l'ency and equitable distribution of resources. 
Through participatory design utilising a working prototype, it was possible to refine the system 
requirements based on user input. The creation of the working prototype system for user demonstrations 
meant that users \\ere able to visualise the system being used in their context, and give targetted, relevant 
feedback. The insistence of most participants that alert functionality be included in he system from the 
start is an example of user feedback, obtained through participatory design, that might otherwise have 
been lost. 
10.2 Major Functional Requirements 
During user interviews, the prototype system was demonstrated to users to refine the requirements 
derived in Chapter 7. The interviews confirmed the following functional requirements for a community 
water quality information system: 
• Data Collection Component: Two types of information need to be collected and stored in a 
community water quality information system: 
• Routine reports on an agreed set of indicators and control points (including water quality test 
results) 
• Ad-hoc alerts, such as be requests from the CBO WSP for assistance from the WSA or warnings 











To record this information, a reporting tool for use by communities should allow input both in the 
form of a structured menu (for agreed indicators and control points) and in free text (for alerts). 
• Data Transmission Component: Store-and forward data transmission is essential as nctwork 
coverage may be variable. Once a report has been sent, it should be possible to receive it 
immediately at the WSA site, even if internet connectivity is not available. 
• Data Storage Component: The design of an operational monitoring programme, including 
selection of control points and microbiological and chemical test parameters, reporting frequency 
and languages used, will vary from place to place. A data storage system should be able to 
accommodate these variations by incorporating a high degree of flexibility. The data storage 
system should also be capable of storing integrated spatial and non-spatial data. 
• Data Management and Reporting Interface: The WSA should be able to access the stored data 
through an interface that allows 
• Alert notification, management and transmission 
• Viewing and manipUlation of routine reporting information, both per site and aggregated. 
This functionality should be accessible in a user-friendly way. Spatial data should be displayed on 
a navigable map interface as part of the Data Management and Reporting Interface. 
• Raw Data Access Interface: An Open Standards-compliant interface is needed fur external users 
and external applications to access the spatial and non-spatial data stored in the system. 
10.3 Major Non-Functional Requirements 
10.3.1 Physical Infrastructure Constraints 
The operational context for community drinking water quality monitoring is partly defined by its physical 
infrastructure comtraints. This imposes the following non-functional requirements: 
• At the community site, the data collection and reporting component used by the community water 











• At the site of the WSA, internet access is likely to be available but may not be reliable, so the 
system should not rely on always-on, high-speed internet access 
10.3.2 Security 
In addition, security and integrity of data is very important. While it slrmld be possible for anyone to 
view data (unless there is a good reason not to make certain data available to the public), there should be 
security mechanisms in place to prevent any unauthorised alteration of system data. 
10.3.3 Accessibility 
There are many different users of the proposed system, from local communities wanting to monitor their 
own water consumption or advocate for better service delivery to governments and researchers 
performing sophisticated analyses with external programs. This diverse user community adds additional 
non-functional requirements, as each type of user may need different information, and different 
mechanisms of data access. System design choices that could help to achieve this include: 
• Requiring Modularity 
• Maintaining Interoperability with external systems 
• Involving users in rtx}uirements definition through a participatory software design approach 
In South Africa, interoperability with the eWQMS system being rolled out to Water Services Authorities 
throughout the country is extremely important. This system's success has raised awareness of how IT 
systems can assist in drinking water quality management, which should increase the likelihood of 
additional IT systems in the area of drinking water quality being well received. 
10.4 Technology Strategy 
10.4.1 Appropriateness of Mobile Phone-based Reporting 
Regular communication with, and monitoring of, community-managed supplies is hampered by the 
remote location of the supplies, literacy and skills challenges, frequent staff turnover and limited 










landline connectivity and electricity are often not available. Mobile devices on the cellular network offer 
a possible solution where cellular network coverage is good, and this continues to expand in the 
developing world. Mobile devices can deliver an automated system in which a record is kept of all 
monitoring and fault reports submitted by the community-based water service providers. This information 
flow could strengthen accountability and trust between the water service provider, the overseeing 
authority and the community. 
Customised data entry menus on a mobile phone are useful because they create a structure for monitoring 
activities. Ideally, data entry menus should be customisable by the organisation responsible for 
management of corrmunity-managed supplies. This would allow the information collected to be defined 
in accordance with standard water safety plans for the types of supply being monitored. In addition, it 
should be possible to collect data both as a set of compulsory, structured questions, and as free text. 
A mobile phone-based system was seen to be appropriate in the rural Eastern Cape because mobile 
phones are already widtly used by local communities. However, there is a strong need for language 
localisation, in this case into Xhosa. Because migrant labour patterns and HIV / AIDS cause frequent staff 
turnover in community-managed schemes, systems need to be usable, easy to learn and very simple. 
10.4.2 Open Source Software and Open Standards 
Because the source code is freely available and can be modified by anyone with the necessary technical 
skills, Open Source Software is a good choice for building systems that are intended to be customised and 
localised. Open Source Software is also usefti for prototype system development, as it is poosible to 
modify pre-built components rather than building them from scratch. 
It would be necessary to thoroughly investigate total cost of ownership for both proprietary and Open 
Source components before choosing a design for the final system. However, the Open Source components 
that were chosen for the prototype were evaluated as stable and suitable for the next system development 
iteration (development of a pilot system). 
As there is no existing system for drinking water quality monitoring specifically in community-managed 











system therefore offers a great opportunity for learning, without interrupting an existing work flow. The 
development of an Open Source commmity drinking water quality management system aligns with the 
strategic goal of the Government to increase the use of Open Source software throughout all government 
structures. 
10.4.3 Entity-Attribute-Value Model for Data Storage 
The Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) model offers a flexible database schema, but increases the complexity 
of database queries. Given the need for customisability particularly with regard to the indicators collected, 
which may vary for each site, this flexibility is desirable and the EAV model should be used. Concerns 
around database query complexity could be mitigated by making use of database views and stored 
procedures to create an abstraction later above the EAV model schema. 
10.5 Need for Supportive Capacity-Bui/ding in the LocailCT Services 
Sector 
Authorities responsible for monitoring programme design may not be proficient software developers, and 
should instead be able to buy software development and customisation services from the local IT sector. 
Similarly, training and support service providers are likely to be most cost effective and efficient if they 
are located in or near the area the system will serve. However, the capacity to provide these services may 
not be present in many rural areas in South Africa, and the sustainability of the system will be improved 
by finding ways to support and develop the local IT services sector. OpenMRS has adopted this approach, 
and provides support to service providers and implementers in the form of an implementers network 
(Seebregts et aI, 2007). 
10.6 Further Development of a Full Pilot System 
The work described previously represents the first iteration of an iterative and incremental development 
process. As such, particular attention was given to the needs assessemeI1 component of the iteration, and 
a clear need was identified for a system that could assist with: 
• Improving communication between community-based water service providers and the responsible 











• Supporting communities so that they are able to carry out operational mrnitoring themselves 
• Collecting reliable and up-to-date information about the water quality supplied to communities 
The high-level functional and non-func1ional requirements for such a system, derived from a process of 
participatory design, should be refined in the next iteration to give a detailed system specification for a 
full pilot system that could meet these needs. 
The prototype development process involved an investigation into available technologies to fulfil the high-
level requirements, and many of the technology choices made are recommended fur the full pilot system. 
Open Source Software, mobile devices on the cellular network and the Entity-Attribute-Value data model 
in particular show great promise. Combined with a thorough investigation of the operational context and 
system sustainability factors, these technologies could help to meet the information needs of rural 
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Appendix A: Questionnaire 
1 Physical access to technology 
1. How many people in )Dur organisation use a desktop computer to perform their work? 
OIll Dmost OIround half 
2. Does your organisation have access to: 
OI post office (how far away?) 
D courier service (again, how far) 
Da telephone (party line) 
[Jew Done 
OI telephone (dedicated line), a broadband internet connection. 
3. How many people in )Dur organisation use cellphones Dr work purposes? 
OIll Dmost OIround half [Jew DlOne 
4. How many people in )Dur organisation use cellphones n their private time? 
Dll Dmost Dround half Dew Done 
5. If your cellphone was broken - how far away is the nearest place you could it repaired? 
6. If you needed to buy a cellphone - how far away is the nearest place you could get one? Would 
this be from a shop? 
7. How would you characterise the electricity supply to your organisation? 
Dno generated power 
Dgenerator providing intermittent power 
Dmains power available but unreliable 
Dnains power available but sometimes there are power failures 











8. How secure \\QuId a desktop computer / laptop be if you had to leave it in your place of work 
overnight? 
OEquipment has been stolen before, and this is likely to happen again. 
01 wouldn't do this - it would get stolen. 
01 would be anxious if 1 did this 
01 would feel comfortable doing this 
o My place of work is well-secured and would be the best place to leave something of value. 
9. How secure \\QuId a cellphone be if you had to leave it in your place of work overnight? 
OEquipment has been stolen before, and this is likely to happen again. 
01 wouldn't do this - it would get stolen. 
01 would be anxious if 1 did this 
01 would feel comfortable doing this 
o My place of work is well-secured and would be the best place to leave something of value. 
2 Appropriateness of technology 
1. What language(s) are used to conduct the day-to-day business of your organisation? 
2. In what language(s) do you report to DWAF? 
3. Are there people in your organisation who might be resistant to technology use in their work, and 
prefer a supplementary paper-based system (e.g. printed reports, paper forms which are then 
captured into the system by someone else)? 
Ono-one here sees the benefit of using technology 
Omost people are opposed to technology 
Othere is about an even split, most people would like to use technology 











[Would also need to ask some specific questions about the suitability of the prototype system to local 
condition] 
3 Affordability of Technology 
1. In what ways could you see the system improving the service you provide? Are there cost savings 
that might result from its use? 
2. [Presented with some kind of cost estimate for the system (installation, running costs) - Roughly 
R25 000 to start, for a simple system with one PC and a few phones, training, installation] Do 
you think the benefits you envisage from this system would justify these costs? 
3. Is an IT system a cost-effective way to satisfy the reporting requirements imposed by 
• DWAF 
• your organisation's management processes 
• your consumers 
4. Is this particular IT system cost-effective in your opinion? If not, why? 
4 Human Capacity and Training 
1. If there are already PCs in use at your organisation, who supports them? 
• How / where were the people who use these PCs trained? 
• How long does it take to get a PC fixed if it breaks? 
2. What kind of technical expertise is available in the nearest town? 
3. Is there a 'champion' in the organisation? Someone you might ask for help, who knows about 
computers. 
4. Is there someone who could assist with training in your local language? 











5 Locally relevant content, applications, and services 
1. How often do you monitor: 
• Unprotected Sources (rivers, unprotected springs etc) 
• Protected Point Sources (boreholes, protected springs, wells, handpumps) 
• Piped Supplies 
2. Please describe what happens during a visit to a source you will be monitoring: 
• What parmreters are monitored? 
Dotal coliforms Daecal coliforms Durbidity ~H Dhlorine residual 
others? 
• Is a sanitary inspection carried out? 
• If your results suggest the source is unsafe, what actions do )OU take on site? 
3. Who within the organization is responsible for carrying out monitoring? (incl. job title) 
4. Who within the organization is responsible for ensuring that monitoring is done? (incl. job title) 
5. To whom do you report the results of water quality monitoring? In what format (paper, electronic) 
is this information made available? Specifically, please describe the information: 
• Reported to other level of government 
• Reported to consumers and the community 
• Used internally in the running of the organization 
6 Integration into daily routine 
1. Who is currently responsible for preparing drinking water quality reports? 
2. On average, how much time does this take each month? 











3. Does the prototype system we are demonstrating seem like it would save you time? Or, would it 
add to your workload, in reporting or in other areas? 
7 Socio-cultural factors 
1. Are there people within your organisation who might feel/be threatened by the introduction of an 
leT-based system? What \\Duld you recommend doing to prevent this? 
8 Trust in Technology 
1. If a cellphone-based data capture system was implemented, how do you anticipate this being 
received by the community? For example, would there be trust issues if there is no physical form 
being filled out? [ref: previous e.cape study (Monyai, 2004) where communities asked for copies 
of sampling results, which they would use to lobby for better water quality] 
2. How important is data security? Which of the following data security aspects would you consider 
very important? 
o Unauthorised people cannot edit or delete informationjrom the system. 
o Unauthorised people cannot view data in the system (which data is sensitive? which is not? 
Think about making the system accessible to the public) . 
o Unauthorised people cannot submit sample results. 
DThe system is always accessible and is not prone to viruses and spyware 
9 Local economic environment 
[not sure all questions will be relevant to all areas - just want to get an idea of the area served so that it 
can be described in the report] 
1. What percentage of people in )Dur area drink from protected sources / unprotected sources? 
2. What percentage of people in )Dur area drink from safe sources / unsafe sources? 











4. What percentage of your customers would you classify as living in poverty? 
5. Has HlV/AlDS had a noticeable impact on the local community? 
6. Are there other development projects I NGOs that you know of in the area? What do they do? 
10 Political will and public support 
1. Do you consider lCTs a useful tool for drinking water quality monitoring? 
2. Please suggest the benefits you anticipate from lCT use for drinking water quality monitoring. 
Could these include: 
Dbetter data quality 
Dbetter reporting 
Dmore accountability at local level 
Dability to act more quickly in the event of problems 
Dbetter justification for budget requests 
Dbetter HR management capacity. 
3. Please raise any areas of concern you have around lCT for drinking water quality monitoring. 











Appendix B: Interview Transcripts 
1 List of Interviews 
Date Organisation Interviewees 
22 May 2007 Amatola Water, East London Nosipo Gulwa 
23 May 2007 Makana Municipality, Pinkie Hennanus 
Grahamstown 
23 May 2007 Buffalo City Municipality, East Deanne Karshagen 
London 
24 May 2007 Chris Hani District Municipality Francois Nel 
- --------
24 May 2007 O. R. Tambo District Booi Malgas 
Municipality (Service Provider) 
25 May 2007 O. R. Tambo District Municipalty Eric Mzayiya 
------
25 May 2007 Alfred Nzo District Municipality Mthetheleli Gcali, Nowthando 
Chongo, C. M. Qomto. 
Copies of consent fonns from participants are available on request. 
Sarah Kiggundu, a fellow Masters student in Civil Engineering, was responsible for arranging the 
interviews in the Eastern Cape, and we conducted them together. 
2 Interview with Nosipo Gulwa, Amatola Water 
NG - Nosipo Gulwa 
ML - Melissa Loudon 
SK - Sarah Kiggundu 
NG: You see in this area, which is like East London and around, there isn't really. Most of the places here 
have got potable water from the distribution system. Even in rural areas, even Amatola Water you know 
have got water works that they are managing, even in rural areas. So, there isn't that much problem here 











ButtelWorth, then you will find there's lots of rural communities who doesn't really have water supplies. 
In East London you not gonna see people from the municipalities, besides Deanne? Because deanne is 
just a laboratory manager. The people who work with communities are the people from - what's this 
name ... Ey, they've changed all these names! 
ML: We struggled with that too! 
NG: Amatole. Amatole District Municipality. 
SK: This is Amatola. The Amatole region is near to the coast. 
NG: The head office is here in Ea~ London. 
ML: Would you be able to give use a contact number by any chance? [To SK] Could)Du find a contact 
for them? 
NG: Because my concern is that us at Amatola water, much as we are managing quality of water, we are 
managing the quality of the water that is produced from the water treatment works, and supplied to 
communities. Meaning we know about communities who have got water supply. Most of them have got 
water supply - I think 80% of the rural areas here have got water supply. But now, as you go, take this 
other direction and go to the former homelands you see, they don't. 
SK: How do they get water? The ones who don't have water supply. 
NG: They go to the rivers, or to natural sources like springs. 
SK: Which is, clearly the water isn't tested 
NG: Obviously, it's non-]Xltable water. 
SK: How come they haven't been supplied yet? 
NG: I'm also askiqs that question. 
ML: I'm sure they are, too. 
NG: You see in South Africa now, water provision has become a political tool. But even then, I think the 











SK: Why do you think it is slow? 
NG: If you go to the municipalities they will show you their IDPs and so on, all their plans. To do all this, 
provide water, sanitation, this and that. You will see that there, but it doesn't really happen for reasons I 
can't really understand. I don't know how municipalities spend their budget on services. But, we need to 
acknowledge that our current service delivery is too slow. And unfortunately, in the areas it's affecting the 
people. 
ML: You said that in a lot of the municipalities, a lot of the communities in this area have their own water 
treatment works. 
NG: In this area, these communities, Newlands and all, they are supplied by these water treatment works, 
so even if they have standpipes, they are getting treated water. An on the other side, the big township, 
Mthanzane, it's the second biggest township in South Africa, they've all got electricity, they've all got 
water supply. There are a few areas like squatter camps, but they've got standpipes as well. So, from my 
side and Amatola Water's side, as much as I would like to help .. So, I'm not saying that I can't help, but 
you see, my knowledge is quite limited ... 
ML: No, we understand. your opinion is still very valuable to us, you still know far more than we do 
about what might and might not work. Would you mind still having a look at the system? 
NG: No, no fine. 
ML: The system that we are demonstrating isn't necessarily targeted at the most rural areas either. If there 
were community-managed supplies, that maybe treat their own water - does that happen? 
NG: Ah, I guess, yes. 
ML: That might be someone who would use the system. 
NG: You know, there are community organizations, which are called community-based organizations, and 
in some, they are called water committees, and those people there who serve in those committees, what 
they do they are there, they have been, I'm not sure if they are appointed through an election process or 
nominated or whatever, but they are there in the communities. If there is water supply in the communities, 











they are taught to go check the diesel, to do all the minor operation and maintenance of the whole system. 
and I think they are getting a, like a stipend from the municipalities. And also you see in the rural 
communities in some there is vandalism. 
And in cases where there are no water supply sources and people use rivers, that's where sane 
municipalities, they will provide them maybe with chlorine tablets, to say, go get your water, maybe in a 
25 liter bucket or whatever. Or say there is gonna be a big function, like weddings or funerals, where they 
must cart these large volumes of water, say a 50 liter drum, either they supply them with those tablet or 
they offer some kind of a service to say, use Jik, maybe pour so moch of Jik and leave it overnight, just to 
make it a form of treatment, because you know that if water is not treated it can cause problems. But I 
know it is happening in rural areas and in some where there are no water committees or CBOs, there are 
local chiefs, people who look after the functioning of the area and then those people there are the ones 
who go maybe, because people like you do some research they come and they get together with them and 
they supply them - 'just try this maybe, we doing research.' Or if they offer what's this, Aquatest, so do 
this maybe every 15 liter drum. So then people get to know about these things. other than that, there is old 
ways of boiling water and some, if they can't boil the water, they use a clean cloth just to try and sieve 
through the water - just those old traditional ways, and I must say that they are really happy to get any 
assistance, in whatever form, to help them improve their water quality, because they are aware of the 
water quality problem. There are the ignorant ones, that will say Ab, we drink this water for years, and 
nothing has happened. So I think going out there, you could get a very broad picture, and get different 
opinions from different people. Political, cos some will tell you, I remember when we went to some 
village, some people there, they will tell you - that other village on the other side has got water supply, 
but they don't have. And then people start yelling at you and voicing their concerns. When you come and 
talk about water it's a political issue, it's a resource people need. Some voice their concerns, some are 
prepared to listen to what you have to say, some are not they just want to have water supply, that's all that 
they want. 












NG: It goes further, the water services act says that we will provide water, you need to monitor the quality 
of that water. They don't do it, the municipalities are the government entity, they are part of government. 
Even those who provide water, the moment they put it in, a rural water source in, maybe it's a borehole 
source or whatever, that's the last time. They leave it for the people to drink, and they don't care about 
monitoring it. So, if you say, it's a good question that you are asking, but I must tell you I don't think you 
will have an answer. If you've got an answer, email me fran Cape Town and say, somebody else man<ged 
to answer me convincingly. They will tell you that it's the budget, it's the money, it's the challenges that 
they have. Technical, human resources they don't have. You see all the stories that you'll get! 
ML: I think maybe one of the things, one of the ways we could approach it is to say that, this kind of 
system, including a really low-cost, low-resource test for microbiological water safety, because it wouldn't 
test for very much else, it would just tell you whether the water was safe to drink or not 
NG: Is it in the form of a tablet or what? 
ML: It's a test in the form of a 
NG: You don't have one? 
ML: I don't have a prototype and it's not developed yet. Urn, it's in the form of a kind of tube. 
NG: So they have run trials? 
ML: They haven't yet run trials, no. What we are involved in is a pre-study, and they are now hoping to get 
funding to develop the full test. Urn, but what we would focus on asking I spose is, If you had this test, 
and then you had a system that was, that helped )Uu to manage the results, would they maybe, if they 
could give the community schemes with the borehole a phone to go through a sanitary inspection and 
they do it every month, and then every month those results would be received by SillS, would it maybe 
help them to manage the process. 
NG: Yes yes it would help. Because one of the things that you must understand, it's a pity there is no map 
here, is that the municipal office, head office or whatever is sitting here, and the area of their operation is 
so wide, you find that maybe it's in a radius of about 200km, and then it's not even physically possible for 











because they must claim ba;k from the municipalities all of the kilometers traveled. And with an area so 
big, you can't really be in the same, at all these places, so that's also ... So if now there's a system so that 
even the communities are able to say, yes we've used this and this is the result, then they would welcome 
that. 
ML: That's great. Well then can I show you the prototype, 
NG: Ok before we do a lot of taking! 
ML: No, no talking is fantastic and you've already given us a much better definition of what the problem 
is than we could have come up with ourselves, so that is very helpful to us. Urn, the first thing I have to 
show you (sorry that my phone rang, I had it on because I wanted to show you the little application on it). 
Urn, this is a very rough prototype application. This is just the first screen telling you what it is. Jmt press 
ok to go - that's the ok button. It will now ask you to enter the name of the site - you can enter anything 
there - as far as I understand, if there's a borehole put in place it should have an identifier attached to it. 
NG: Mm. It could be a code, and then there could be a full description. 
ML: With the community name, or 
NG: yes 
ML: And then they would enter that [leaving out some demo bits here] And say now, you've done the test, 
and you've got a result, you could put in whatever numbers you get as the result. 
NG: Does it do turlidity as well? 
ML: Urn, this test doesn't do turbidity, so I looked at some examples of what you could be measuring, I 
don't know how you do actually measure turbidity. 
NG: You do actually get some portable tests 
ML: The last thing on there is the sanitary inspection form, and this is one for a protected spring. So they 
would then go through all of these and hopefully check everything here, and say well yes we've got a 
problem urn, 











ML: There'd need to be different ones for each source type, so if they have .. 
NG: How do you select them then? 
ML: I've only written on for a spring, but it would be the same thing it would just have different 
questions. It would just have all the questions for a river. 
NG: Ah ok. 
ML: And then when you're finished, it doesn't do it, it just shows you what you've entered and then itl1 
send it over SMS into your central database. 
NG: You've also developed that central database? 
ML: Yes. So this is what's on the laptop, urn ... And then after that, the 
community would maybe get an SMS back saying urn, )Our reading were successfully received, and what 
might also be possible is to then say, urn your readings have been successfully received and we see that 
you've got a problem with one of the questions that was on the sanitary inspection and this might be some 
remedial action you could take. Like, put some chlorine in your water, you seem to have quite a high 
e.coli reading, or something like that so it could actually help the community. 
NG: Who is funding this research 
ML: The EU, the Aquatest project 
NG: Why do they want to only do it with the University of Cape Town? 
ML: I think because we're focusing on the data management aspect, and data collection. 
NG: Is this a national project? 
ML: No, we're actually just coming to the Eastern Cape for this pre-study, but for the followup project 
when they have actually developed the water test, then I think they'd like to look at other areas. 











ML: This is the application that shows you the readings in the database that I've developed. And how it 
would get the readings in is that there would be just a little modem like the modem that connects to the 
phone line, except this modem would be receiving SMSs, so it would have a SIM card inside and received 
SMSs coming in from sites that would use the application on the phone. Urn, and then this you can, these 
are all the samples that have been taken. This is the Northern Province up near Venda, because this is 
where a previous project took place and I have their data. Urn, these are all their sample sites - they are 
quite close together because these are actually household samples. And then you can look at a site, click 
on the site and then see what the name of the site is, and have a look at the samples that have been taken 
there. These are colour-coded, so the samples that would be something to worry about are in red, so all 
these samples came out as something to be concerned about, they're quite high. 
NG: This is what, here is e.coli, what test did they use? 
ML: This is the data they gave me, it might not be correct. They randomized some of it. 
NG: How did they measure it, for you to have a .65? Because even a lab, maybe the MPN method. No, 
that's impossible. 
ML: Ok but the data in there isn't proper data, it's just to demonstrate how the system could \\Drk. 
NG: Ok,ok. 
ML: I did get their data, but I don't know how they got their results. And then this is some graphs of the 
same data so you can see also, with the same strange readings. 
NG: What confused me,in most cases you'll find the total coliforrns should always be greater than e.coli 
NG: So you've developed the software. 
ML: Yes 
NG: Is it developed for this purpose only or? 
ML: Yes it's using a free map viewer software and then I've written special modules for water quality 
management. Urn, but to be used in practice by a municipality obviously it would need a few more 











what would be useful to them and what \\Ould help them, but this is just a prototype to show you the 
concept. 
NG: It is a good one 
ML: That's great to hear 
NG: I'm actually impressed, it's similar to these other systems that you do find 
ML: Ok, um cos what we were thinking of maybe doing with it was taking this then as a proposal to the 
water research commission, and saying we'd like to develop this system that could then be given to all the 
municipalities 
NG: It's a pity I'm not, I wasn't there - there is a system that was developed for DWAF, but my 
understanding was that... I missed the presentation. In fact the reason why I didn't go is because we've got 
our own system LIMS here, but that one it is linked to the DWAF head office, so they do all their 
reporting of all their water quality data and all their results, it goes straight to the DWAF national 
database. 
ML: Maybe what 'We should put in our project then as a better proposal, maybe we should say that we 
could develop a cell phone-based reporting tool that would link to that system 
NG: The advantage of your system is the cellphones yes 
SK: It would also help to get the community more involved in water quality. I would think that if you are 
supplying water to the community, especially a municipality for example that doesn't have the manpower 
to be able to track people up. That gets the community to believe more in the municipality 
NG: Mm. And they aren't reliant on the laboratory, that would also help them. And there are no 
laboratory facilities. 
SK: How long does it take to test your water samples on average. 
NG: For e.coli and such? Lets say, overnight. 
ML: I've just got a few more general questions about water qUality. [Questionnaire]. 











NO: No, most people have got cellphones now 
ML: Language: for a local community, an English menu like that wouldn't be much use, it would be btter 
to have it in Xhosa? 
NO: No, not english 
ML: Do you have any idea how much the two systems you've described, LIMS and the DWAF water 
quality system, could cost? 
NO: I'm not sure about the DWAF one but LIMS is quite costly. It's a private system, i think even here to 
get it was about R76 000, and we're still paying annual fees, and every year there comes anew version, 
you must upgrade, and the support system they give is also not free. Although for us in the lab it is very 
useful. 
ML: You saw that this was running on UbuI1u and not on windows. One of the things that we are quite 
focussed on is Open Source software. Because we would be developing this with research money, it 
wouldn't be right to sell it to people, you'd have to give it away for free. So that's something we would 
focus on is making it really affordable. 
I've got quite a few questions on how often you monitor various sources, but )UU say it's mostly you 
monitor the distribution system. 
SK: Do you monitor the dam and the treatment works? 
NO: Yes 
ML: Do you monitor at point of use - what comes oli: the taps? 
NO: No. Reservoirs once a month, water treatment works at least 10 times a month. We are guides by 
SANS 241 
ML: And household water: 
NO: Not really, we take from the reservoirs and treatment works not from houses. [more questions about 











ML: You obviously don't do a sanitary inspection, but would this be something that would be done at a 
borehole for example 
NG: Only when there are problems, that would be part of your investigation. 
ML: Have you ever had problems, where there has been for example a diarrhoea outbreak and someone 
has come to you? 
NG: Not from this side, but it know it happens aramd. In rural areas often. There was a cholera outbreak. 
SK: Andrew Lucas told me there were 3 cases of typhoid this year, 1 confirmed and 2 unconfirmed 
NG: That couki happen. 
ML: But that would be more likely to happen when people ~re getting water from rivers, or from an 
unmonitored borehole too? 
NG: No, I don't think boreholes. 
ML: The other questions about rePJrting. Who do you report to - you said the DWAF water quality 
management system reports directly to their system in Pretoria. 
NG: We report to DWAF, because DWAF has a system. We forward all out test results to DWAF 
SK: So do all the municipalities in the Eastern Cape send it to the person who cO-Drdinates water quality 
for the Eastern Cape, and then they send it to DWAF? 
NG: Mm. We go through DWAF 
ML: So you don't spend a lot of extra time preparing results for DWAF? 
NG: Us no, because we just extract it from our LIMS system. It's 2 minutes extracting and emailing. 
ML: So the reporting in that system is very useful to you. So you would say that any system we develop 
would have to have quite good reporting? 
NG: For those that don't have, yes. 
ML: Is data security important? 











ML: Ok, so is the main reason for data security to stop people modifying your data. If people could see 
the data but not manipulate it, would that be a problem? 
NG: It depends. I personally feel that it should be the way, people should know. But for some reason sane 
people don't \Wnt that kind of transparency. I don't know. 
ML: Ok so you would be more concerned about people getting in and modifying the data? 
NG: Yes 
ML: Has HIV/AIDShad an impact in the area that you've noticed? 
NG: All social problems have got an impact. HIV I AIDS, poverty, drug abuse, all those things. If you go 
to communities you will see for yourselves, but really it is does have a negative impact. You'll find that 
maybe those people who have been trained, to manage this operation they have, a borehole system or 
what. They fall sick - who is going to do this? Things like illiteracy in the rural areas. You are lucky to 
get people who can use the system, you would really love to keep those people, but due to those other 
things - poverty, maybe they leave to look for work, or maybe they fall sick due to HIV/AIDS, it would 
really be a problem. 
ML: That's useful for us to know, because it means that any system we develop we would have to make 
very easy to learn. 
NG: Yes, it it must be a very user-friendly system. Very simple. 
NG: The other place that you could target, I think you could target schools. Schoolkids are eager to learn. 
And it may be that the school you could give a cellphone for them, and then the kids could be given a 
project, say maybe this is July, the grade fives do all the water testing. It would be nice. Schoolkids are so 
enthusiastic, listening, asking questions, eager to learn wanting to do things themselves. In some villages, 
you find that even if they asked, you will give a date that you are coming to talk about water quality, and 
only 3 people tum up. If it was food parcels, then the whole area will be there. That's the reality of things, 
I'm not saying don't do your work, but these are the kinds of things you must be aware of. In that case it's 











ML: I don't reany have any more questions, but you've been very helpful and you've answered most of 
them without me having to go through the questionnaire. 
NO: Ah wonderful, good to know. I was really worried, I wondered if I would be of much help. 
ML: No, very much help, We obviously still need to go to conununities and go to local municipalities 
where there are boreholes in the area and that kind of thing, and in the followup to this we would have to 
do that, but as an introduction to the problems they face you've been very helpful, thank you 
NO offers to help further if she can. ML says she'll send a copy of the report. 
NO: Say for instance there is a municipality, they've got all their sampling points they've got everything, 
but they don't have a reporting system. Would you be able to assist them? 
ML: Yes, I think in the followup project that is something we would need to do and would like to try and 
do. 
NG mentions that there is someone in Barkly East looking for a system. She will email him and copy ML. 
3 Interview with Pinkie Hermanus, Makana Municipality 
PH: Pinkie Hermanus 
ML: Melissa Loudon 
SK: Sarah Kiggundu 
Intro: Melissa introduces the project, the IT system and the aims of our research. 
ML: You are Makanamunicipality and you supply water to Orahamstown. What other areas do you 
supply? 
PH: We supply Oraharnstown with water but from different sources 
ML: Are they non-piped supplies like boreholes and or do people use springs? 
PH: There are boreholes in Alicedale,Riebeck East. 











PH: I'd say in terms of Grahamstown, we do comply but we still have a problem with Rub Riebeck ic 
East. We are about to employ .... (can't make out what she S'o/S here). 
ML: Does everyone in the area receive water from a supply that you manage or are there people who get 
water from rivers? 
PH: In terms of Grahamstown, we have piped water supplies. We have the outside areas, like some farms, 
which specifically, we do not supply. There are farms that have water tankers and we fill the water tankers 
for them. There are other who don't have those tankers, which in the mean time, I would not be able to 
say. I think some of them use boreholes, aa;ording to the farmers. The farms are privately owned so we 
don't supply water for them. 
ML: So it's not your responsibility to monitor those boreholes? Do you monitor private boreholes? 
PH: We're not involved. 
ML: In terms of community-managed supplies, are the community managed supplies in this area? 
PH: No. 
ML: As far as monitoring goes, do you manage your supply system and your distribution system? What 
monitoring do you do? 
PH: In the meantime, we don't have a lab for chemical and biological testing. We have a small lab that we 
use for physical testing. We've got shifts, per day. If we're talking about the other reticulation, we're doing 
that once in a month. Then there is the Nelson Mandela Metro which is Port Elizabeth (PE), coming 
down once a month to test for chemical and biological. 
ML: The people who don't ~t any water from your distribution system, like in the other towns, does as 
much monitoring take place there? 
PH: We do monitor all of them. 
ML: As far as reporting, what reporting to you do? 
PH: We're doing reporting on the basis of the results- the physical and the chemical and mirco. But there 











year, some members ofDWAF came by to take some samples in our purification works, because they 
were no longer accepting the results. They came down to take the samples on their own and those samples 
are taken for testing wherever. Then at the end of the day, those results were recorded on the system. 
We're still struggling to get into the system. One guy was scheduled to come, last week from DWAF, to 
come and assist us to log onto the system, but they havent come back to us. We have our results at hand, 
but we're still going to use the system. 
ML: That system, have you seen it? Has anybody demonstrated it to you? What are)Uur views on the 
system? 
PH: I just know that we have to report on it. I tried to open it and it wanted a login password and 
unfortunately, we didn't have those until "this guy" (reITesentative of DWAF) came in at the beginning of 
this month and he gave us a login. They had to come and give us the training and understanding of the 
system. We're unable to get into the system now! 
SK: When exactly are you supposed to start reporting your the results through the system? 
PH: I'm not sure. We were supposed to start.. . .! don't know but it's either towards the end oflast year to 
the beginning of this year. We went to a meeting in PE and it was just an integrated water services 
meeting and that's where it was mentioned that the WSA are not reporting but according to us, here at 
Makana Municipality, we were not aware that we had to report because we were still waiting on the WSP 
to come back to us to say to us: " we've taken the information. The information has already been fed into 
the system. This is how you're going to get into the system." So we didn't have any information. What 
happened, is that they came here and told us that DWAF is trying to implement a system whereby all the 
municipalities are going to report into the system and they are will be able to see those reports .... but they 
didn't come back to us. 
Melissa gives the demonstration. 
ML: I dont know if it's in your area, but would you mind taking a look at it? 
PH: It's not in my area since we at the municipality, dont have guys that are working on the ..... (couldn't 
make that word out). We have a project that is coming up in one of the areas whereby we have a water 











does not seem coherent). In the meantime, i would not say that that (the IT system) is applicable because 
they areas of ours are not being served with anything at the moment. The planning that we have for the 
future: we're planning to have something like the container system. There is ancther one: its a pumping 
system. 
ML: But it's a point source and someone frem the municipality will monitor it? 
PH: You'll find that this area consists of farms and you'll find that the people on these farms are not 
educated to be able to do some of the scientific work. 
Melissa continues to demonstrate the system. 
PH: Do you think that community take an interest in their water sources? Do )OU think the farmers are 
concerned? 
PH: I think the farm workers are concerned and they are owners, specifically, of those boreholes. In terms 
of our community members- even if you can have a document in place where they receive information on 
their quality, it is not their main concern (that is paraphrased fran what I understood about what she said-
it what I could make out!). When time comes, that you have a problem, it becomes aconcern. 
ML: Most people drink from safe sources except those on farms, who drink from maybe unsafe 
boreholes? Would you say there is a significant amount of people that are poor? 
PH: I'd say 45% of people in this area are poor. As I've already mentioned, we are surrounded by farms. 
People come here looking for jobs in the town. 
ML: so unemployment is also a concern Is HIV / AIDS a problem? 
PH: I won't lie, I don't know. If for example, you use this system, it has to be simple. Most of the people, 
are uneducated. 











PH: I think in English. You'll find others that can speak in Afrikaans. Grahamstown, way back, was quite 
Afrikaans. (explaining the history of Grahamstown with regard to the language and workers migrating 
here!) Even the old guys that we work with, they understand Afrikaans. 
Melissa concludes and thanks Miss Pinkie Hermanus. 
4 Interview with Deanne Karshagen, Buffalo City Municipality 
D K - Deanne Karshagen 
ML - Melissa Loudon 
SK - Sarah Kiggundu 
[Before recording, we discussed giving consent for the interview - consent fonn was not signed, but 
verbal consent was given provided we supply a copy of the research to Buffalo City municipality.} 
ML: As far as resource constraints. What would you say the worst are? 
DK: I don't think there's any place that doesn't have, but we always .. As your size of your area extends, it 
becomes increasingly difficult. You have the same resources that you now need to spread over a larger 
area. Budgets don't always increase, and you budgets don't always increase in line with say rising fuel 
costs, so that makes things slightly more difficult. Particularly when you want to collect a sample from 
somewhere far away then you have to justify sending a vehicle to one very remote site, whereas you have 
a number of closer sites that you could possibly monitor more often. But, not to exclude remote sites. 
ML: Would you say having sites over a wide geographical areais a big challenge? 
DK: It's not necessarily the size of the area. I think it's also that rural areas are sometimes not as easy to 
access, the terrain might not be so easy so it's not a case of any vehicle will get there, you need the right 
vehicle to get there, so that adds on some additional limitations. But I think there will always be financial 
implications, it just depends on the situation. 
ML: And as far as community-managed supplies, do you have cases where corrrnunities manage their 
own supplies, or do you have boreholes that the municipality might put in and then leave the community 











DK: That you would have to ask, finer details you would have to get that from the water department 
because we on our side have a monitoring programme that we follow. And as we can add on additional 
sites we do add on additional sites. But regarding the operational ~de of it, I can't answer that. 
ML: What we, the system we developed, and it comes flOm another project also in civil engineering 
which was giving home-based carers who visit HIV-positive patients a cellphone. so that when they visit 
a patient they can record information about how a patient is doing on the phone, and then they can send 
that information to a central database so the doctor can see it. So now we have developed a kind of similar 
thing using a phone to collect information for water quality monitoring, with that the community or 
somewhere near to the sampling point could go and do a test if they had the field test kit, and could then 
report on a cellphone and send their results over SMS to the municipality rather than having to drive all 
the time. And also then helping the communities to take more control over their own water quality. 
DK: Ok, so you're optimizing things 
ML: la, and that idea came from the international consortium saying oh, you are doing this with home-
based carers, could you maybe do it with water as well. So where're here asking people who are a bit 
closer to the reality of water quality monitoring, how they think it would work or what they think would 
work. 
DK: Well if I think of where our water is treated, urn, primarily we're dealing with water treatment works 
that are not too rural, it might have a lot more application where they are far more rural, but at the 
moment we deal with primarily 2, 3 water treatment works. But rurally speaking I can see its benefit. 
ML: Ok. Can I show you the system anyway although it might not be that useful to you, just to get your 
thoughts on it. Before I do that actual1y, we've been hearing a lot about another DWAF system 
DK: The EWQMS 
ML: Yes, have you had any experience with that? 
DK: Yes. We enter data on a weekly basis. Urn no not weekly ... well we do enter weekly but we have 
monthly reports that are generated from it. So that is something we do currently enter data into, and that 











useful tool to then advise them on the water quality because they can then see provincially or nationally 
what the drinking water quality is like. 
ML: And as far as being a management tool, DWAF use it as a management tool is it it a useful 
management tool at your level as well 
DK: Yes it is it's a very useful management tool because I believe it can send red flags when it picks up 
anomalous results. I believe, I don't know because I don't receive from them. It might depend on how you 
administer the system, I didn't go that far. It's very useful because you can see trends so a historical 
record. You can manipulate the data against certain parameters and then you can get a graphical output, 
so it does have a lot of advantages there. I actually think it's quite a good system. 
ML: Um, knowing that the system exists and is working makes things a lot easier for us because we're not 
coming here saying, why don't you use an IT system when nobody has ever used one before and doesn't 
see the value in it. So it's nice to know that it's being used an being useful. 
DK: I believe it will also grow into sanitation, but at the moment possibly only in the Eastern Cape it 
might have grown into sanitation in the other provinces I don't know, but in the Eastern Cape it's very 
much still in drinking water. Obviously the quality of your final effluents from your treatment \\Qrks will 
impact on your drinking water quality downstream. 
SK: When exactly did you start using the EWQMS system? 
DK: We started using I would say about 1 year ago. I think it was also rolled out in stages in certain 
provinces, I don't know how far the Eastern Cape was in the rollout programme, but I have been involved 
with it myself for one year. 
ML: I'm just going to let the laptop boot up, and can I show you the demo on my phone, and I'll show you 
the HIV one as well because that's much more finished, and is used in practice. 
DK: Ok, this is what would now be issued to your operator? 
ML: This is a very, very rough prototype of what \\QuId be issued, but ja - this is quite a cheap phone and 












DL: So site 1 would have its information in the database, and they would then know where it is and .. 
ML: la, and which number they should be sending from maybe, so that people who aren't supposed to 
can't send result". 
[demo] 
ML: It might be possible also to get a reply by srns, saying say, I see you have a problem with the fence, 
you should fix it - some kind of feedback. And then, that's the reading that would be sent in to your 
central database. Then just the smarter phone, but also quite old, this is one of the much nicer looking 
applications, for collecting patient information during a home-based care visit. 
[demo] 
ML: For my thesis I developed this system also very much in prototype just to tryout some technologies 
that could be used for reporting, one of them being open source software .. 
DK: Being .. ? 
ML: You can see it's oot running Microsoft windows, it's running a free operating system. Everything I've 
used to make this is available free, so also looking at ways that that could support resource-constrained 
areas. This system has sane data for the Northern Province collected by other people involved in the 
project. Everyone else who has looked through it has said oh, those are totally wrong, it's quite likely that 
the readings are then totally strange .. 
DK: So then in other words you then would have you own site number, you would then feed information 
and you would then represent one of the dots. 
ML: Yes, everyone with the phone would represent one of the dots. 
DK: And that is your time delay between sending the information and being captured? 
ML: 14 seconds, on average in the patient information system it would be 14 seconds 











ML: One of the other things you can do that is quite nice is if you know what the normal range for a 
parameter is and you get a reading that looks totally wrong you can send it back to them and say, this 
looks wrong, check it again 
DK: But then you'll have to have someone manning the system the whole time to do that? someone with a 
knowledge of what water quality should be, historically and whether it's in you acceptable limits for 
drinking water .. ? 
ML: I think you could al9J have it serve as a warning, and have the acceptable limits as a starting point 
but still let them enter a reading that looks wrong if they're very sure. 
[demo] 
DK: I would say where your system has a lot of relevance or a lot of benefit would be in your rural areas, 
because they will not have a computer system or internet access. The DWAF system is internet based, so 
if you don't have access to the internet you cannot enter the data, so I can see it would have relevance 
there. Possibly you could even link onto that, as a service to DWAF even, or as well as to the 
municipality ... 
ML: We'd like to do that, maybe go to the water resean::h commission and say we'd like to propose a 
project, for further development and to go to a municipality and find out what their requirements would 
be, and take it as a project. So that would be one way we could approach it. The idea of making it so that 
it can submit data to EWQMS is good 
SK: Wouldn't you find that in the different communities in the rural areas, something like that would be 
better served towards the municipality, so they can compile it. Because I would think.. when we were 
speaking to the other people like Makhana Municipality for example, they told us how issues like that are 
usually handled by the municipality, and then they compile the water quality report and then they send 
them up for example to DWAF. 
DK: Yes it would because the municipality also would have an obligation to supply potable water to the 
consumers, where the municipality is a water service authority, so yes it would have relevance, whether it 











some of the infonnation to DWAF ultimately DWAF wants to know about the quality of the drinking 
water that is supplied by the municipality to dropping down one level over. 
ML: I have a question that isn't on my questionnaire, just some thing we picked up this morning. If there's 
a private borehole say on a fann, and there's a fanner supplying water to the fannworkers on the fann, 
does anyone monitor the water that is supplied? 
DK: At the moment we don't monitor private boreholes, but if there was a borehole that was being 
supplied to, say there was a borehole on municipal land, there are certain boreholes that we don analyse at 
the moment. The water is then obviously extracted from the borehole and fed to the reservoir and then it's 
chlorinated and supplied to consumers. As we make use of in buffalo city. But that infonnation, because 
of its proximity we can get a sample there done on a weekly basis and brought to our lab for analysis. But 
if it is a far more remote one then yes it would have relevance as well. But we tend to test boreholes where 
consumers are not simply limited to one one fanner and his fann workers. We don't tend to test those 
boreholes because they are scattered everywhere. Where you have one that is supplying a number of 
consumers, then those we do try and bring on to our monitoring programme. 
ML: And as far as reporting, I spose it is very standardised once you've got a DWAF system in place, but 
how often do you report, and is reporting an overhead? 
DK: In tenns of all our reservoirs etc? Well, our reservoirs are reported to the Water dept, we give them a 
report on a weekly basis of the reservoirs. There are certain daily reporting, that we can also react and 
respond to, because if you bear in mind that you cannot analyse bacteria every single day so you use 
indicator tests, like a turbidity, and a residual chlorine. You are then assuming that if you residual chlorine 
is sufficiently hight, that you then have adequate disinfection in your sample, therefore you're gonna have 
a reduced health impact. We do those analyses on a daily basis in and around the greater East London 
area, and then our supply reservoirs we do a full chemical analysis not just bacterial, weekly. Those 
results are copied to the water department, they're also copied to the water treatment works so they can 
see how they are treating their water. They will do their own minor testing as well, their process control 











to water, we feed the drinking water results also to DWAF because they are our regulating authority, and 
we will then send those to them via the EWQMS system on a monthly basis. 
ML: And communities in your area, do communities assume that their water is always safe? Is there any 
way for them to access those results. would they want to? 
DK: That is sanething we should be doing, we should be advising consumers on the quality of the 
drinking water because they are entitled to that information. That is something that we do need to focus 
on doing, urn, I'm not aware of too many systems in place that do do the feedback to the consumer. 
Usually when there is a complaint they'll react to that straight away, and they are given the results, but the 
routine programme, we don't often feed that information back but yes, we should be. And we have 
addressed that, we have discussed that. 
ML: So maybe the system we develop could report, could be used to produce reports for the community. 
DK: Well it's just how. Where would you present the information, where would you include it? Whaher it 
goes on a water and lights account, but then you're going to reach only the folk that have water and lights 
and that pay it, are you going to put it in community centers, then you're relying on the person to actually 
go to the community center, there are some logistics there .. 
I think that is a shortfall, we do need to address that. 
ML: Information security is kind of a related question I suppose. Previously people have told us that they 
don't mind other people seeing their results so long as they don't modify them. Is that the case here, is 
there any information that's really sensitive that you wouldn't want people to see? 
DK: I don't see why they should modify at the moment, at the moment there is potential for it to be 
modified but there's no reason fOr it to modify. If you have an information management system, I know 
you can then not modify the data, so there you would have a protection on it which has obvious benefits. 
But at the moment we have one data capturer who capttres the data and prepares the reports, they are 
then signed off for accuracy by the first-level managers, they do it visually, and then the reports come to 
me for signature for submission. So there's actually 2 checkings but then I don't physically go and check 











microbiologist will check this .. They will initial the report, confirming accuracy of typing and the 
feasibility of the results, and it then comes to me for signature so it can go off. 
ML: Ok, so it's actually quite a process 
DK: It's get a safety check built into it. 
ML: I've got some general questions about the area, but I don't know if they apply. We were thinking we 
might be in more rural areas. Do you know what percentage of the people in the area drink from unsafe 
sources? 
DK: There is irformation that comes through from time to time, benchmarking information but I don't 
know the most recent figures. There again that could be information that the water department could give 
you, and not necessarily that I would have to hand. We deal on the analaytical side, we don't deal so much 
with the provision of the service and the backlog. So that sort of information you are welcome to confirm 
with Water Services, and I can refer you to somewhere to speak to. 
ML: My other questions are, for example about HIV / AIDS, 
DK: Would the water quality have an impact, you mean? 
ML: Not the water quality on HIV, more HIV on a monitoring programme. People have told us it's 
difficult to set up a monitoring programme, often people that you train get sick 
DK: That I could imagine could be a problem, it doesn't have as much of an impact where we sit over 
here. Our obligation then is to supply the water to the best standards you can, because you don't want to 
provide an additional risk to someone who is inrnunocompromised. 
SK: Do you think it would be beneficial to have the software in a language other than English, for 
example in Afrikaans or Xhosa? 
DK: I would see great benefit, but you're also going to have to have someone who is fairly literate to enter 
the information. It would have great regard - if you ask me in Xhosa what turbility was, I wouldn't have a 











sometimes turbidity itself might not mean a whole lot but you ask them clarity or colour, if you gave a 
description of what it involved I think they would have a greater understanding of what it was. Unless you 
train the person doing the test, that eliminates the need a lot. 
ML: I spose it's a difficult line to draw with how much training you can do. [Describes cybertracker, 
picture-based] 
ML: Hopefully we'll be back with something better, something we can actually tryout in acomrmmity. It's 
easy to demonstrate but I think trying to implement it will be a lot more challenging. 
OK: How will you then offer a system like that, because there must be certain royalties? 
ML: No, one of the things that we would definitely do is release it as open source software, for people to 
use and modify. And that would be partly because it would be developed with research money and we 
therefore feel that it should belong to everyone, and partly because the research group we're involved in 
has always been very strong on open soU"ce software, and we used open source software to build the 
system. It wouldn't be a case so much of people needing to buy it, but we would need to have an 
infrastructure so that there would be support available, and DWAF I think would be the people who could 
help us with that. 
DK: I'm just thinking, say we had an operator in little settlements that could do basic testing for us, and 
then feed the information for us, and then feed the information back to us, basically they would need to be 
issued with the cellphone, and it would then need to have you system to feed the data through to 
somewhere. So now what is that system, that it feed through to? 
ML: There's a modem with a SIM card inside it, that works basically like a phone to receive SMSs, so 
then it will receive an SMS and passes it to the computer, so that basically receives the SMS that you've 
got and stores it in the database 
DK: I'd like very much if you could leave me with your contact details, because I can see value in a 
system like that, and we were just discussing at a meeting yesterday how difficult it is to get through to 
some areas. So if you have an operator that you can train up, you might be even a n on-site reservoir, it 
need not even be a water treatment works but it could be an on-site reservoir, then we can at least get 











samples, which is what \\e are hamstrung by. We just need to make sure that the test that is used to 
generate that information is a verified / validated type of test, because \\e would need to advise whichever 
results are coming in, that they are using this test vs. the test that we use in the laboratory. 
ML: Leaves details, offers to let DK know when the system is on the web. 
5 Interview with Francois Nel, Chris Hani District Municipality 
ML: Melissa Loudon 
FN: Francois Nel 
SK: Sarah Kiggundu 
ML: We'd like to give an interview. We're Master students from the University of Cape Town, looking at 
drinking water quality monitoring specifically in more rural areas or community-managed supplies. The 
reason that we're doing the research, is because we're involved in an international project called 
Aquatest,funded by the EU and that project is to develop a low-cost test that can be used to test to ecoli, 
without that much training. It is to be used in developing countries and more rural areas. Our part of the 
project, is to look at how this test can be used to improve water quality monitoring and improve the ability 
of the municipality to reach more out-lieing areas to monitor sources that, for example, at the moment 
they may no be able to monitor. So most of my questions are around water quality monitoring and 
specifically drinking water quality. I've also got an IT system, issuing a cellphone to collect water quality 
readings. I'd like to show you this system and get input. 
FN: Ya, that would be good! 
ML: We need to ask you to sign a consent furm to be interviewed. 
FN: I don't have a problem with that! 
ML: Generally, what is water service provision like in this area? Do you supply large towns? 
FN: We consist of 8 local municipalities. I can give you a map so you can know exactly where they are. I 











directly with the monitoring of water points. I'll tell you exactly what it is we do in terms of water 
monitoring. The supply is very well covered. We are a very rural area so there are areas that are not 
directly covered but you could speak to the Water Service Authority (WSA) about that! You can ask for 
access to to their water service system and they could show you access to the areas. In terms of sampling, 
that is currently a discussion point with us because it falls within the spectrum of environmental health 
but it is also a core component of the WSA. At one stage, we wanted to take over that component of water 
quality monitoring in the area .... we're looking at 600 schemes. That is a huge number of samples that 
must be taken. Currently, though, we have appointed a Water Service Provider (WSP). Amatola Water is 
working with the WSA in terms of water quality monitoring, maintenance and looking at the schemes. 
We do adhoc sampling. If we go to abattoirs, we take samples. If we go to food places, we take samples. 
We do not focus on river systems as such. I know some municipalities, for example, if you go to 
Ukahlamba (check the spelling) and Barkley .... they went with the option of environmental health running 
the whole thing because you get the data first hand and can intervene immediately. There is a break in 
communication between the WSA and health. They get all the results,they are able to intervene but there 
is also a part that municipal health must play, for example, teaching health to people and showing people 
how to treat the water. All engineers do is throw in chlorine and then the water is right. They do not 
address the issues as to why the water is dirty. We have our own lab its not operational yet but we have all 
the equipment (nitrate, fluoride tests and bacteriological). I have a full set that I can use to do filtration as 
well (on the agar plates). I brought this stuff ..... previously I was employed at one of our local 
municipalities. I have a fully-fledged lab. So that's basically how we run water samples at this stage. WSA 
run water quality sampling. They have a database in terms of an information system. There is also an 
information system, I don't know if they are working on it yet. It was developed by DWAF. I'm on the 
steering committee of that project. It's run 
by Amanti. 
ML: Then we have alot of questions for you on that. 
FN: There is a little bit of a limitation on that programme for us. I think that there are one or two aspects 











SK: With regard to the WSP, do they provide you with the information after they've tested the water? 
FN: Yes. Amatola Water ... .! think they've started working already. Technical staff in the field analyse the 
samples and then the results go into the database. In terms of the results, they do their interventions etc. 
SK: Can you access the information from the database? 
FN: At this stage, they are supposed to supply us with the information and we discuss how we are going 
to make use of the information. I have my own system which has a water quality component in and it is a 
GIS system. The two systems don't talk to each other as such. My idea was: if I take a sample, this system 
must immediately update their database and vica versa. Otherwise, one will sit with two databases and 
one must dump information into one of the databases to get the bigger picture .... but that is still in the 
pipeline and there's alot of work to be done on the information system. 
ML: Do you have dial-up internet? 
FN: No. We have fixed-line internet. 
ML: Broadband. 
FN: Each and every staff member has access to a computer. We're moving to a new phase where each and 
every Environmental Health Practitioner (EHP) (that's my proposal to the council) where each staff 
member can have a laptop when working onsite. They are placed in local municipal areas. IT 
infrastructure is an enormous expense. Broadband and 3G is so cheap .... you can obtain access for R300. 
So they can take their samples and analyse them and immediately, it will be accessible on the system. We 
are moving in that direction, however, people do not always buy into that area because it is IT. I don't 
think the councilors always understand what IT is always about.. .. even GIS. I thought GIS was a map 
with dots on it, until I took a course and I realised what an enormously powerful tool it is. We're putting 
these systems in place but everyone had their own system. We're moving into corporate GIS for Chris 
Hani, where all the information will be available on a central server. We will access the information via 
3G. We're still struggling with reception in some of our towns .... even in Queenstown. In certain areas, you 











SK: Don't you find that you'd have to train these people because the majority of them would not have the 
computer training? 
FN: All my staff have a BTech degree. There are, however,people who come out of a university of 
technikon and don't know the basics of using a computer. We did a first-round training and at final 
implementation, the staff are trained again. IT progresses, thus the staff are trained regularly. Next month, 
we will have a final training session on the system. I now buy GPS for the workers to use. It helpful fur 
them to see a visual picture of the area and prioritise where the critical areas are. They must get training 
on all these systems. 
Melissa demonstrates the system. 
FN: If they are sending information via sms (using the cellphone), what in systems must you have in 
place, in terms if in terms of infrastructure, to accept that information. 
ML: On the receiving side, you'll need a database and the piece of hardware re you need is a GPRS/SMS 
modem. It's a little device, costing Rl 500, with an aerial and it's got a simcard inside. It receives the 
SMSes and passes them to the computer. We're running everything on free software. 
FN: How do you link you work with DWAF? 
ML: We haven't at this stage. It's a pilot prototype system. It wouldn't work yet, we'd have to do more 
work on the system. What we're doing now, is a feasibility study. When we have the results, we'll then 
take this information to DWAF or WRC. 
FN:I'm very system orientated and the more information you have available to make the work easier for 
the guys, the better for me but also, for us at management, that information is very important. I think that 
lacks in local government alot. They sit in the office and plan for thing one year and another the next. We 
didn't do anything about that. I ask my staff, if you go to site and test milk, for example, what will you do 
about the results? Whether they comply or don't comply, what are you doing about the results? If you 
have a guy in your area who does not comply, you write him a letter. If, however, you have 50 negative 
results, you have a big issue and you must plan and budget accordingly. These type of systems can help 











Melissa continues to demonstrate the IT system. 
FN: One of my biggest issues, in terms of developing software like this, is how it will link up with the 
software in place. You must remember that this system (the system they use in DWAF) is not GIS based. 
This can be a component linking to that. I think you will easily get Water Research Funding for that. 
There is a need for such systems. It can save the guy outside alot of time and it can save us alot of money 
at the end of the day. 
SK: Wouldn't it be easier to teach someone within a rural area, which might not be easily accessible, to 
use the cellphone and they test the water quality .... 
FN: You can do that as well. There are EHP in the rural areas. My view point, is that we have people in 
the field who are based in local mmicipal areas within the rural area. I know that sometimes, they want to 
fight with me because \\e have a 38 000 km2 area Some of the places are not even accessible by 4x4. I 
think it's a good idea, where there is no service but is not supposed to be the case, especially for 
environmental health. Adding to that, sometimes it's very difficult to get to these areas. I think I need 
another 30 EMPs to cover the national norm. Some of these guys are working in areas where there is a 
ratio of 1 EMP to 45 000 people. Council sometimes does not understand what erwironmental health is 
all about. It's water quality, its disposal ofthe dead - they then realise that its an enormous field. That's 
why some of these guys get hooked onto projects that take up alot of their time and they can't focus on 
their normal work. If they have the basics, and we have the basics,in tenns of chemical, physical and 
bacteriological. Faecal coliforms is too broad a term to look at in any case. If you have a test like that you 
can input your data immediately. The test for me is very interesting. There was a test developed (hydrogen 
sulphide). If you can get a test that indicates the presence or absence of bacteria, it will be much more 
easier to intervene on the spot. It's a problem not only for water but for food as well. 
SK: Once you know a source is contaminated, wouldn't you have to take need to take more samples,to 
identify what exactly is contaminating the water? 
FN: That's unfortunately sampling. We do this sampling to get a rough indication of what's gang on. If 
you look at the Water Quality Guidelines, things have slacked down a little bit. If I know there is 100 000 











presence/absence test. You must then send samples away and look at interventions. If ecoli is present, I 
already see it as a risk. We would have to intervene in any case. The biggest issue is : using a 
presence/absence test and something is present, the guy must intervene and locate the potential risk 
factors in the upstream or downstream conditions. 
SK: How do you address the issue when you are intervening? 
FN: It depends on where \\e get the contamination. In rural areas, we get contamination in water tanks. 
The first reason is birds. They don't close the tank properly or the pipeline is broken and remember, this is 
the deep rural area. There's alot of animals. In terms of river systems or service water, there is alot: of 
animal and human activity around that water source. The cattle are drinking from there. We isolate the 
circumstances around the water source. If we see animals, even if the animals are not the source of 
problem we address it. People also use the river systems toilets. They've been doing it for 200 years and to 
get them to walk 100m to a toilet, they are not receptive of that. That's what \\e're focusing on: educating 
the people.(For example: there are cattle and these are the potential pollution sources.) ..... .! went into 
water quality as my Masters. I didn't finish. It's alot of work especially when you're working full-time, but 
in any case ..... There are different things that you must look at. It does not help if you (if for example) you 
close the tank and the biofilm develops inside the tanks. A study on bio-film was done at the Free State 
Technikon. There are various aspects that we look at. We're not going to say: there's 1 e.coli, don't worry. 
They need to investigate where the potential contamination places are. 
ML: Do you work with schools at all? 
FN: Yes 
ML: We were at Amatola Water and they suggested that if we want to tryout the system, we should give 
the system to school children. 
FN: That would be interesting. We're working with 6 six schools now on an Environmental Management 
Project. It's biodiversity, waste management etc. The schools like these types of initiatives. We have 
programmes in place that we want to establish and we can fund. Sometimes we can work together. I know 
there is a bio-monitoring system in George. The lady piloting that project was my previous director's wife. 











directly to transferring of information to the children. Why mustn't you waste water? Why mustn't you 
throw things in water? And all the linkage in terms of waste pollution. You can go to Vodacom and ask 
them to sponsor your initiative ..... they will give it to you. I promise you. For them, it becomes a national 
thing: being involved in this initiative. I think it's a good idea to go to schools, definitely. And 
environmental health people - give it to them and say "let's test it from a professional point of view". How 
do you find it and maybe you could change things on the system but with children, it must be very very 
user friendly. They must understand. That's where ~ can come in with what's ecoli, whereis it corning 
from and why do we test for it? Why do we test for turbidity? Why do we test for all these other things? 
That becomes part of their curriculum. They are marked on that so immediately, you start targeting alot of 
issues. You're targeting the curriculum, you're targeting water, you're targeting waste management - all of 
these things in a package. That can be a brilliant exercise! 
ML: As far as language is concerned, I think that it's become \ery clear that English isn't the most used 
language out here? 
FN: Afrikaans, you can forget in this area. In the Chris Hani area, its Xhosa. Around the towns, yes, but 
when you move in rural areas, you can forget it! When you move around in rural areas, those people can't 
speak Afrikaans. Some of them can speak Afrikaans especiany when they live near farms but in the 
Eastern Cape, it's more English-speaking people. 
SK: When we googled the Eastern Cape, we were of the opinion that 80% \\ere Xhosa-speaking! 
FN: Definitely. 
ML: As far as data security,you would probably want a system where people canna: modify the data. 
FN: The only people that can modify data at the moment, is myself and a senior. We want the community 
to be aware of the issues and sometimes we get a little bit if flack about that but they will immediately put 
the pressure on politicians. It's supposed to work like that. I think we should put it out there and state why 
the issues are there. So politicians can see these are the problems. 











FN: That's my personal view point. I don't know how my director would feel. I think she \\()uld feel the 
same. I think things (information) should be out there. To say "hey here is a problem". If it's the 
community that contributing then immediately, we must take responsibility and realise that? we're 
polluting our sources. What can we do- collaborations with the municipalities to address the issues. 
ML: What we would like is for eventually communities to monitor their own water sources. 
FN: That's one of the problems, to get communities involved. There's still this attitude: "If I do this, what 
do I get?". I've tried to change it now with my projects. What are they giving back to us? I think the 
government has spoilt our guys a little bit. The government has said they are going to do all these things, 
now people sit back and say" the government must provide". Our politicians are clued up and we are 
working very well with them. But I think some communities believe that it is the responsibility of 
government to give them everything. Like the last year's project, its R150 000 project. It's not alot of 
money, but 7 schools benefit out of the project and we had to cover one ofthe pieces of land, which we 
had to plough and they sent me an account of R350. I asked them what is your contribution to the 
project? They could not understand what I was talking about. You are making the project here, you must 
pay everything. It took a while but the community will cater R2 000 out of their own pocket. The children 
are working physically on the project. Previously, the municipality did everything and said "here is your 
project" and it failed. They must own the projects. This is our first big project at a school level. Our other 
projects, include the removal of alien vegetation from the area. It's because of over-grazing and there is no 
grazing land anymore. That's a big project but its a 6-month project where \\e pay them R2 000 per 
hectare to clear and the guy gets his R 2000 and the next year, we go to another area. This one is our first 
big project and we've been running it a for year now. The children are working and we're beautifying the 
schools. Other aspects, is to get the buy-in of the teachers. When I see the teachers that teach our children, 
it's scary. Teachers just sit there and don't do anything. The children will be committed because it's 
something new and so~thing to get involved with .... sometimes, we struggle with the principals. 
SK: Would you say that poverty is accounts a little bit for what whether the community buy into the 











FN: That is a mindset that you must change. People must understand, its not the monetary value that you 
get out of the thing but at the end of the day, it's a resource that is very scarce in our country that we must 
look after. I fight everyday with the politicians in the planning section, in terms of water resources. 
People should be aware that a project may not always benefit them financially but it will benefit the 
community in terms of water quality and immediately, when you address water quality, there are primary 
care issues, you address environmental issues and at the end of the day, you have a healthier community 
and its cheaper to maintain for government, than an unhealthy population of people. I thinks that's where 
EHPs must come in - with awareness. Why are we doing this? Not for the sake of the law says, this must 
be done but the bigger picture and I don't think people always see the bigger picture. 
ML: Has HIV I AIDS had a noticeable impact on the community? 
FN: You just missed the HIV I AIDS co-ordinator. HIV I AIDS is a big problem in the country and the 
Eastern Cape. I made a presentation the other day to the HIV I AIDS council on he involvement of 
environmental health in HIV/AIDS because I think that's one thing that lacks. You have an HIV/AIDS 
department but there is not support from the departments. I think, like us that work with communities, it's 
the ideal time especially with their training in health, they have basic aspects of HIV I AIDS so )OU can 
use them. Why must you run HIV/AIDS on your own if you have support staff? Why can't engineering 
projects include a component for HIV/AIDS. I budget for HIV/AIDS awareness. We're the only 
department in the municipality that are doing HIV/AIDS awareness. On our posters,on our 
campaigns .... everything, there's a message on HIV/AIDS. We're going to talk to the HIV/AIDS people to 
train EHP so that each component of a project will include HIVI AIDS. This project that we are running at 
the school, primary schools, but there will be a councillor there and they are going to be testing. We're not 
going to test the school children. The teachers will be tested. We'll give them some support in terms of 
that. We have a wellness day twice a year (Chris Hani District Municipality). All the officials test 
themselves, in terms of HIV/AIDS. The programme can become enormous with the impact of the other 
departments into the HIV/AIDS component. The HIV/AIDS guys made a brilliant proposal. They 
requested that 1 % of each director's budget goes towards HIV/AIDS. I think it's a brilliant idea because 
then they have alot of money and they're ploughing the money back into the departments. So that's how I 











6 Notes from Interview with Booi Malgas, Service Provider to O.R. Tambo 
District Municipality 
We met Mr Booi Malgas on the afternoon of 24 May 2007. We had been referred to him by the provincial 
water quality coordinator for the Eastern Cape, Mr Andrew Lucas. 
Although Mr. Malgas reports on drinking water quality to DWAF using eWQMS, he is not part of the 
water service authority (0. R. Tambo District Municipality). His role is that of a water services provider, 
providing laboratory services to the municipality. He tests and report on water samples provided to him 
by the municipality, but is not involved in monitoring programme planning, or responsible for remedial 
action if water quality testing identifies a problem at a sampling site. 
Mr Malgas assisted us by identifying Mr Eric Mzayiya at O. R. Tambo District Municipality as the 
correct person to speak to regarding drinking water quality monitoring in communities, and by helping to 
set up an interview with Mr Mzayiya for the following day. He also clarified the role of DWAF with 
regard to defining what tests can be used to monitor drinking water quality monitoring. Currently, the 
H2S presence/absence test is used by some Water Service Authorities (including Alfred Nzo District 
Municipality), but this test is not accepted by DWAF as proof that a source complies with SANS241. The 
stressed that any field testing method would need to be accepted as valid by DWAF if it was to be seen as 
fulfilling the legal requirement ofWSAs to test water in accordance with SANS241. 
7 Notes from Interview with Eric Mzayiya, O. R. Tambo District Municipality 
We met Mr. Eric Mzayiya on the morning of 25 May 2007. He kindly agreed to be interviewed despite 
not having been contacted in advance with official details of the research. Because we had not followed 
the official process, it was not appropriate to use a dictaphone for this interview. However, we recorded 
the following notes: 
• Have some water purification works, some boreholes, some protected springs. Monitored on a 
monthly basis, community members involved in operations and maintenance of the schemes and 
paid a stipend. Currently if there is a problem they might phone, or they might wait for the 











problem because people may drink unsafe water for a while before the municipality knows about 
it and can fix it. 
• Water quality is a concern particularly after heavy rains - you might test a source and it is safe, 
but if it rains heavily it can become unsafe. 
• Would support getting schools involved - the municipality is already involved in teaching about 
sanitation and hygiene in schools. 
• Report to DWAF but are not yet using EWQMS. Mr Booi Malgas is contracted to do the reporting 
to DWAF as well as the testing ofthe samples they collect. Technicians are however involved in 
preventative maintenance. 
• Likes the idea of a cellphone-based system and thinks it could be helpful particularly in the more 
remote areas. Does not see cost as the major barrier to such a system - water quality is a serious 
concern, and they would like to set aside budget if the system could help them monitor their 
schemes better. DWAF were also suggested as being able to help with this - they have paid for the 
development of EWQMS and are making it available at no cost to municipalities. 
• Asked about the specs of the phone required - one of the only people to ask this. 
At the end of the interview, Mr Mzayiya provided us with his contact details. He seemed enthusiastic 
about the possibility of implementing this kind of system in O. R. Tambo. 
8 Interview with Mthetheleli Gcali, Nowthando Chongo, and C. M. Qomto, 
Alfred Nzo District Municipality 
MG - Mthetheleli Gcali 
CQ - C. M. Qomto 
NC - Nowthando Chongo 
ML - Melissa Loudon 











ML: We were sitting in your office and we saw a map up on the wall about all the schemes that you have, 
could you tell us a bit about water supply in Alfred Nzo, and also a bit about how monitoring works? 
MG: Ya, maybe we'll start by saying, most of our schemes are in rural areas. That have got sources as 
boreholes, or springs, or streams, and we've got a few schemes that supply the urban areas, Mount Ayliff, 
Mount Frere. We operate and maintain the schemes ourselves. 
ML: Rural areas obviously present more challenges than a scheme in an urban area, what challenges do 
you face in operations and maintenance of those rural schemes? 
MG: Well, maybe, basically the challenges in the rural schemes are with the maintaining part of it, we 
won't have our staff permanently there, we are relying on locals, local communities, community-based 
organizations. Who help us, but sometimes they don't report faults quickly enough and it takes some time 
to repair things. But ya,and the other thing is this water quality. Because some like during the rainy 
season there this a lot of runoff. That means the sources, there is high incidence of contamination by 
e.coli, total coliforms. 
ML: More background to what we're doing is that the University of Cape Town is part of an international 
project called AQUATEST funded by the European Union. And what they want to do is develop a low-
cost field test for e.coli. I know, we spoke Mr. Booi Malgas in O.R. Tambo, and he said that you were 
using a field test for e.coli, a presence/absence test 
MG: Ja,ja 
ML: Ok, this is designed to be not quite a presence/absence test, more of a banded test, like there could 
be say 3 bands for water quality. The test hasn't been developed yet, and the University of Cape Town is 
not involved in the development of the actual test, but more in the management of results and how we can 
help municipalities support schemes that are in rural areas when there are community-based organisations 
looking after the maintenance of the scheme, as happens in your area. 
How much is the community involved in testing, is it mostly your technicians? Who te9:S the water? 
MG: Oh, we've got Nowthando (sitting next to him), she is our chemist. And we've also got staff from the 











ML: Are you, I know there's a system that DWAF is proposing, EWQMS, are you using that system? 
MG: Yes, yes. It's a very very useful system. We started using it last year, some of data is already on the 
system, you can just go into it and have a look. 
ML: The system that we have is something that is more intended for rural schemes to report to you, so 
that you could then report further to DWAF. And what ',\C'd like to do with it is take it maybe to the water 
research commission, and say we've got this system that uses a cellphone for the community-based 
organization at the scheme to collect information about the work they're doing and the problems they are 
having, possibly the results of the test. We might want to go to the water research commission and say, 
would this be a good project to develop further. So what we are here doing is a feasibility study, asking 
people is it useful, would it be useful. 
I'll show you the phone part of the system. If you imagine giving each of those community-based 
organizations looking after a scheme, maybe giving them a phone which they could then use to report 
information every time they did a test if they were using a field test kit, or every time they checked the 
fuel level or whatever 
[demo] 
ML: [ .. ] so as soon as the SMS came in, you could then see that the person respmsible for that scheme 
had done some tests, and had maybe done some maintenance. You would know exactly what was going 
on at that scheme. 
MG: The challenge we would have with that, is that the people in the villages are either totally illiterate, 
or semi-literate, and we cannot really expect them to do these tests. 
ML: I think the idea of this test they are developing is that it should be so easy to use that even a person 
who is semi-literate could use it. That they could be given instructions, or that you could maybe train the 
person in a local language rather than English, maybe in Xhosa. But the idea is that it should be simple 
enough that someone who is semi-literate could use it. 
ML: Are these people payed at all? 












ML: [ .. J SO that's an ideaof what the system could look like, it obviously doesn't do everything you would 
need it to do in practice as this point, and we haven't tested it in practice either. What we are doing now is 
coming around and showing it to people, and asking do you think it is something that is worth testing, 
this cellphone-based reporting system, and should we go to the WRC and try and get a project together? 
CQ: What does it cost to send an SMS? 
ML: There are a lot of ways of doing it, one is you could put airtime on the phone, or you could use a 
reverse-billed line so they don't pay to send, in which case it could cost around 40c. The cost of the SMS 
isn't that high. The cost of a phone, also not that high - you don't need a particularly high-tech phone to 
do it, any phone \\QuId work. Any phone with Java, so any of the newer phones. The software, we have 
developed as Open Source software so it's all free software, and we give it away free and making it 
available for free because we would be developing it as a research project and with research money. 
Though we would maybe want to give it to DWAF to support and install it. But the municipalities would 
probably need to manage giving phones to people and making sure there is airtime, that kind of thing. 
CQ: SO, you can load the data from those maps? 
ML: Urn, the GIS files that I saw next door? Ja, we could load that. 
CQ: SO, they can report anything from the messages? 
ML: Ja, you could maybe report text too. It's nice to have a kind of structure that they got through, so that 
you make sure that they check certain things every time. And then you would define what you want them 
to check every time, and then there would maybe also be space for them to put any other concerns that 
they have or things that are not working. 
MG: Ya, I think it would be very useful if it could do that. Because now, we eliminate now this problem 
of not responding immediately when there is a problem. Cos now, the operator will send an SMS saying 
there is whatever problem with the scheme, and it would be picked up here in the office, and we would 
dispatch someone to fix it or whatever. Ja in that respect it would really really help us, we are battling 











water. But in fact we only now hear that there was a problem. But if someone had you system they could 
pick it up instantly. Sounds very very useful. 
But like I was saying ja, even on the water quality side of it, the only problem that you would need, wither 
you would have to simplify the test, not like currently they are, so that those people there could do the 
test. 
ML: I hope that the EU project will come up with a very simple test. They've got the prototype and they 
are going to be testing it, and I think it would help a lot of people if they could come up wilh a simple 
test. 
MG: I think it would really help, it would be very, very welcome cos ja, the tests that we are currently 
using are complicated, needs people to do them, you cannot askjust anybody to do them. So if you can 
make a simpler test that will also be accurate .. Because ja water quality is very crucial, and we are 
battling to monitor it especially in the rural areas. There it can act up at any time, when we don't have the 
conventional water treatment works where we know we control the process. 
ML: On way to use the system might also be to say, if you get a result that indicates a problem and you 
can't go immediately, then you can maybe send an SMS back saying, put this much Jik in your water or 
this much chlorine, or boil everything before drinking, until you can go there. 
MG: It's good to know that there are people trying to simplify and help use deal with our responsibilities, 
but like you are saying you would have to develop it, let the WRC have a look at it, and most importantly 
DWAF because it is our regulator. And they also have this responsibility of giving us sutport, like this 
new reporting tool that we have got here (EWQMS), that was developed and \\e are getting for free. But 
ja it is good that you come to us, see how we feel about it. 
ML: Thank you very much then. 
MG: Thanks for coming. 
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